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Abstract
Wildfires are a historic threat to Mediterranean ecosystems and are expected to be an even
bigger threat, due to the anticipated augmentation of wildfire incidents and wildfire
proportions due to the climate crisis. In Greece wildfire can take the proportion of a national
tragedy. Therefore, wildfire management is essential for the country. In 2018 EU civil
protection mechanism established a new feature, rescEU in order to create a pool of resources
and update the disaster management within the union. Cooperation among all actors
(national and international) involved is also very important for the effectiveness of that
mechanism. This thesis aimed to identify the status of cooperation in Greek wildfire
management. In doing so, perceived legitimacy and accountability are examined as two
notions that influence cooperation. Furthermore, the research tried also to investigate the
role of rescEU in the status of cooperation, perceived legitimacy, and accountability in Greek
wildfire management and to explore possible future options to enhance the effectiveness of
Greek wildfire management under the prism of the anticipated wildfires of climate crisis era.
The thesis explores three cases of wildfires to achieve this aim. Namely, the Kineta incident in
2018, the Gerania incident in 2021 and the Vilia incident in 2021. The thesis uses methods like
narrative review, document analysis and semi-structured interviews with actors involved to
gain insights into these three case studies and generally in Greek wildfire management. The
thesis concludes that the state of cooperation, perceived legitimacy and accountability is poor
and rescEU did not influence any of those three notions from the day it started to operate.
More importantly, coordination of actors is low and negatively affects cooperation. The
perceived legitimacy of actors regarding other essential actors like the forest services is
diminishing and there are great transparency problems, especially with the causes of the
incidents that affect accountability. Lastly, the Greek wildfire management is not ready to
adapt to the wildfires of the climate crisis era but there are multiple possible and realistic
options for that like the shift of the philosophy of the mechanisms towards risk management.
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Περίληψη
Οι δασικές πυρκαγιές είναι μια ιστορική απειλή για τα μεσογειακά οικοσυστήματα και
εκτιμάται τοι θα είναι ακόμα μεγαλύτερη απειλή τα επόμενα χρόνια, λόγω της αναμενόμενης
αύξησης των περιστατικών και των διατάσεων των πυρκαγιών, λόγω της κλιματικής κρίσης.
Στην Ελλάδα οι δασικές πυρκαγιές μπορούν να πάρουν διαστάσεις εθνικής τραγωδίας. Για
αυτό η διαχείριση των δασικών πυρκαγιών είναι κρίσιμη για την χώρα. Το 2018 ο μηχανισμός
πολιτικής προστασίας της ΕΕ καθιέρωσε ένα νέο χαρακτηριστικό, το rescEU, προκειμένου να
δημιουργηθεί μια δεξαμενή πόρων και να επικαιροποιήσει τη διαχείριση καταστροφών
εντός της Ένωσης. Η συνεργασία μεταξύ όλων των εμπλεκόμενων φορέων (εθνικών και
διεθνών) είναι επίσης πολύ σημαντική για την αποτελεσματικότητα αυτού του μηχανισμού.
Στόχος της διατριβής αυτής ήταν ο προσδιορισμός του καθεστώτος συνεργασίας στην
ελληνική διαχείριση των πυρκαγιών. Με τον τρόπο αυτό, η αντιληπτόμενη νομιμότητα και η
λογοδοσία εξετάζονται ως δύο έννοιες που επηρεάζουν τη συνεργασία. Επιπλέον, η έρευνα
προσπάθησε επίσης να διερευνήσει το ρόλο του rescEU στο καθεστώς συνεργασίας,
αντιληπτόμενης νομιμότητας και λογοδοσίας στην ελληνική διαχείριση των πυρκαγιών και
να διερευνήσει πιθανές μελλοντικές επιλογές για την ενίσχυση της διαχείρισης των
ελληνικών πυρκαγιών υπό το πρίσμα των αναμενόμενων πυρκαγιών της εποχής της
κλιματικής κρίσης.
Η διατριβή διερευνά τρία περιστατικά πυρκαγιών για την επίτευξη αυτού του στόχου.
Συγκεκριμένα, το περιστατικό της Κινέτας το 2018, το περιστατικό στα Γεράνεια το 2021 και
το περιστατικό στα Βίλια το 2021. Η διατριβή χρησιμοποιεί μεθόδους όπως αφηγηματική
ανασκόπηση, ανάλυση εγγράφων και ήμι-δομημένες συνεντεύξεις με εμπλεκόμενους
παράγοντες για να αποκτήσει γνώσεις σχετικά με αυτές τις τρεις περιπτώσεις και γενικά στην
ελληνική διαχείριση πυρκαγιών. Η διατριβή καταλήγει στο συμπέρασμα ότι η κατάσταση
συνεργασίας, η αντιληπτόμενη νομιμότητα και λογοδοσία είναι προβληματική και το rescEU
δεν επηρέασε καμία από αυτές τις τρεις έννοιες από την ημέρα που άρχισε να λειτουργεί. Το
σημαντικότερο είναι ότι ο συντονισμός των παραγόντων είναι χαμηλός και επηρεάζει
αρνητικά τη συνεργασία. Η αντιληπτόμενη νομιμότητα των παραγόντων που αφορούν
άλλους βασικούς παράγοντες, όπως οι δασικές υπηρεσίες, μειώνεται και υπάρχουν μεγάλα
προβλήματα διαφάνειας, ιδίως όσον αφορά τις αιτίες των συμβάντων που επηρεάζουν τη
λογοδοσία. Τέλος, η ελληνική διαχείριση των πυρκαγιών δεν είναι έτοιμη να προσαρμοστεί
στις πυρκαγιές της εποχής της κλιματικής κρίσης, αλλά υπάρχουν πολλαπλές δυνατές και
ρεαλιστικές επιλογές για αυτό, όπως η στροφή της φιλοσοφίας των μηχανισμών προς τη
διαχείριση του κινδύνου.
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Introduction
Wildfires in the Climate Change era
Romanian firefighters help in massive wildfires in Greece, local volunteers helped in similar
wildfires in Spain, and French Canadairs helped in Italy’s wildfires. Those are scenes from the
summer of 2021 and represent one of the worst manifestations of disastrous phenomena
that can be attributed to the climate crisis (WMO, 2021). Wildfires are all over the place in
Earth’s history and especially in fire-prone ecosystems like Mediterranean forests or
Australia’s grasslands. Humans are the main cause of fire ignition (Bowman et al. 2017; Harris
et al. 2016; Goldammer 2006), butat the same time climatic conditions can significantly
augment the risk of a wildfire in a specific area and the potential of how much land will be
burned (Jia G. et al., 2019).
It seems that already fire weather season has been lengthened by 18.7% between 1979 and
2013 (Jia G. et al, 2019). Liu et al. suggested already from 2010 that wildfires risk will increase
in the future in North America, South America, Central Asia, southern Europe, southern Africa,
and Australia (Liu et al. 2010). According to a recent report by United Nations Environmental
Program ” Wildfires are made worse by climate change through increased drought, high air
temperatures, low relative humidity, lightning, and strong winds resulting in hotter, drier, and
longer fire seasons.” (UNEP,2022a). The extent of this worsening could be to a point that
globally we will witness an increase in extreme fires up to 14% by 2030 and more than 50% by
the end of the century (UNEP, 2022b). Furthermore, already there are signs that fires express
new features and behaviours, such as introducing their own micro-climate during the incident
or becoming so big that their direction does not always follow air patterns and other
behaviours that we are not yet in place to fully understand (Capucci 2021; ΤοΒΗΜΑ Team
2021a).
At the same time, emissions from the wildfires and the burning of biomass are important
sources of greenhouse gasses (GHGs) that worsen climate change (Jia. G et al., 2019). But the
most important effect of wildfires in the worsening of climate change is the burning of
sensitive and carbon-rich ecosystems (UNEP, 2022b). This feedback loop between wildfires
and climate change will make it even harder to halt rising temperatures in the future.
Equally important are the costs of wildfires. Wildfires are coming closer to what are called
urban-forest zones making them even more dangerous for human lives, animals, and
properties. In the United States alone deaths directly related to wildfires were 3,515 in 2019
alone (USFA, n.d.) and according to another study, more than 33,500 people could die every
year due to wildfire pollution worldwide. (Chen et al., 2021). Another staggering number is
coming from a study published in 2021 that suggests that only in California and only for the
2018’s fire season, the wildfires damages were approximately 148,5 billion (Wang, D., Guan,
D., Zhu, S., 2021). Most of the impacts of climate change are affecting unequally the most
vulnerable groups in the poorer countries and those that do not contribute historically so
much to the increase of GHG emissions (Jia. G et al., 2019).
Lastly, the aforementioned report by UNEP suggests that historically, governments’ strategies
all over the world are relatively ineffective and spend the vast majority of expenditures on
direct responses and not on prevention, preparedness, and recovery (UNEP,2022b).
Interestingly the situation is even worse for planning, as planning receives less than one per
cent of the funding on average globally (UNEP, 2022b)
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This thesis will focus on exploring cooperation, perceived legitimacy and accountability in
wildfire management and how the new established rescEU influence those notions in the
Greek wildfire management. That exploration is becoming urgent as there is a need for the
enhancement of the effectiveness of wildfire mechanism in Greece and especially under the
prism of the wildfires of the climate crisis era.

Figure 1 Total number of fire incidents in Mediterranean countries from 1980 to 2017 adapted from WWF's
Mediterranean burns report (WWF,2019)

Figure 2 The total average area affected in hectares by wildfire in the Mediterranean from 1980 to 2017 adapted
from the WWF's Mediterranean burns report (WWF,2019)

Wildfires in Greece
Each year, 80% of the total area burned in Europe is due to wildfires in Portugal, Spain, France,
Italy, Greece, and Turkey. (WWF, 2019). There is a common understanding that these fires in
the Mediterranean basin will be increased due to climate change (Ruffault J., Curt T., Moron
V., et al. 2020; Turco M., Llasat M.C., von Hardenberg J., et al. 2014). Furthermore: “The way
in which the territory is burning, and flames are spreading has intensified. The combination of
long heatwaves, accumulated droughts, low humidity in the air and very strong winds in some
places, together with very dry vegetation and very flammable forests, is the perfect cocktail
10

for much quicker fires with unseen virulence.” (WWF, 2019 p. 14). Therefore, adaptation to
those conditions is crucial.
In Greece historically wildfires are the quintessential natural disaster challenge and probably
with the anticipated augmentation of the area burned unfortunately could become the most
quintessential climate adaptation challenge of the next century. According to the independent
committee tasked to “Analyze the Underlying Causes and Explore the Perspectives for the
Future Management of Landscape Fires in Greece,” known as the Goldammer report (2019),
the frequency that many ecological sites burning in Greece, over the past 30 years is far bigger
than the natural rhythm of the Mediterranean ecosystems. This is becoming extremely
dangerous for soil degradation and the consequent desertification. According to the same
report, wildfires are historically the most important problem of Greek forests(2019).
Especially, during the last 30 years, the response to wildfires is the main area that the fire
brigade and forest services operate (2019). There are many summers when wildfires are
getting proportions of national tragedies (2019; Karyotakis, 2021; Tsaliki 2010)
Apart from damages to properties and materials, wildfires in the recent past were the cause
of big losses of human lives. Especially, Peloponnese wildfires in 2007 can be described as a
landmark tragedy, with more than 270.000 hectares, almost 300% increase from the average
area, burned annually (WWF, 2019). Approximately 1,5 million olive trees and at least 60.000
animals were burned (Goldammer report, 2019). More importantly in the Peloponnese
wildfires in 2007, Greece mourned the loss of 78 people (Δήμα, 2017). Another tragic
landmark wildfire was the one in Mati, eastern Attica on the 23 of July 2018 which had a
relatively small area affected but the tragic count of 103 deaths, the biggest number of deaths
in Europe’s wildfire history (CTIF, 2018). After that fire, a fierce debate started in the political
sphere about the effectiveness of the firefighting mechanism and generally wildfire
management (Goldammer report,2019). Even more than that, the debate polarized Greek
society. Especially, who should be held accountable for the tragedy has become the main area
of discussion the next few days. Municipalities, region fire brigade and central government
pointed fingers on each other for the main accountability. Laslty, many can argue that in the
end became the main elective argument of the New Democracy’s party for the election of the
next year (Mylonas, 2019; Karyotakis, 2021).
As discussed before and will be extensively discussed next, wildfire management around the
globe is being categorized into three main phases: prevention, response and restoration. The
same categorization is also applied in Greece (2019), where the fire brigade holds the
responsibility for the response phase and the institution responsible for the forest
management, hence forest services have the responsibility for the prevention. Restoration
phase is a bit more complex as the main responsible actor are forest services but ministry of
Environment, regions and municipalities holds aspects of responsibility, too
It is Greek state choice to divide with that division the three phases. That choice influencing
the funding and the philosophy of wildfire management (2019). This choice is extremely
important for the wildfire management in Greece and different from other Mediterranean
countries. For instance, Portugal developed a specific institution competent to deal with all
three phases of wildfires and coordinate other actors after 2017 (WWF, 2019) and in Italy, the
main institution responsible for wildfires is the corresponding fire brigade department but in
all three phases of wildfire management.
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The case studies
At this point, the focus goes a bit to the more local level, as the case studies of this thesis must
be briefly presented. The case studies are three wildfire incidents, Kineta, Gerania, and Vilia,
namely. The first one, Kineta happened on the 18th of July 2018, the second one, Gerania
happened between the 19th of May and 23rd of May 2021, and the third one happened on the
16th of August and lasted until the 20th.
In Kineta more than 60.000 square kilometres of forest burned according to the local
municipality (Κασσίμη Α., 2018). A total evacuation of the settlement with the same name
took place and more than one hundred properties were lost during the fire incident. The
Kineta incident is also seen by many as one of the main reasons that the fragmented fire
brigade manpower failed to be on time in the Mati area that afternoon, to battle the wildfire
there, leading to the tragedy that left 102 dead behind (Σουλιώτης,2018). In Gerania Six
villages and two Orthodox Christian monasteries have been evacuated. the fire burned more
than 55 square kilometres of pine forests and agricultural land (Protothema,2021a). Gerania
has high ecological and environmental interests as the 70% of the area is a national protected
environmental area and around six per cent of the mountain (European Commission, n.d.) is
part of the European Union’s Natura 2000 network of nature conservation sites. Lastly, the
most recent case is the one in Vilia. The incident was the last big wildfire of the last summer
and initiated in an almost 4-week period where fires were everywhere in Greece and
volunteers from other states were stationed in Greece to work on multiple fronts (Sullivan H,
2021, European Commission, 2021d). The fire burned almost 80.000 square kilometres of
forest and ravage the area with smaller initiations at least until the 24th of August (Τα Νέα
Team, 2021). Ashes from the burned wood were raining even in the capital almost 45 km away
for a week.

Who is involved in wildfire management?
EU’s wildfire management
As part of the European Union, Greece involved in the coordinating efforts in wildfire
management within the Union. Either by providing means and knowledge or by accepting help
through EU’s Civil Protection Mechanism and rescEU.
The European Union wants to play a leading role in climate adaptation and resilience
(European Commission, 2021a). The Union recognized the importance of climate adaptation
and resilience from at least 2013’s climate adaptation strategy (European Commission, 2021a)
as the effects of climate change were getting already tangible. The same can be argued for EU
Civil Protection Mechanism, as an adaptation to future impacts of climate change is crucial for
the protection of the public within the EU (Climate-ADAPT, 2013).
Coordination regarding disaster management, environmental and civil protection is part of
international treaties among the members of the union since the 1980s and in the light of
disasters such as the Chernobyl disaster in 1986 (Larsson P., Hagstrom Frisell E., and Olsson
S., 2009). Since 2001 the main EU mechanism to respond to climate disasters is EU Civil
Protection Mechanism. The mechanism was established just after the 9/11 terrorist attacks in
the USA, and it aims to “strengthen cooperation between the EU Member States and six
Participating States on civil protection to improve prevention, preparedness and response to
disasters” (European Commission, 2021b).
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Furthermore, under the Lisbon treaty and article 222, the solidarity clause is introduced which
states that civil protection is a shared competence between the Member States and the
Commission (TFEU article 222, 2007). This means that risk management and risk prevention,
in our case regarding climate disasters, became a formal policy area that involves multiple
Directorates-General (DG) and sectors. Risk management and risk prevention are at the same
time are the responsibility of the Member States but also European Union’s (C. Morsut, 2014).
This aim of solidarity was highly controversial regarding the responses of the EU Civil
Protection Mechanism. The transboundary cooperation that sometimes is needed sparks
problems of competencies, legitimacy, and responsibilities. The Member States were
reluctant to share competencies and capabilities with the European Commission multiple
times (Parker &Persson& Widmalm, 2019; Boin and Sundelius, 2007). Sometimes this
happened out of fear of the higher involvement of the union in state affairs and sometimes in
very delicate areas such as military resources (Parker et al. 2019) It is worth noting that there
were many proposals of taking civil protection “to the next level” by formally introducing
European civil protection corps and a centralized resource pool under EU commandment, but
those proposals have been seen by many Member States as controversial and against national
sovereignty (M. Ekengren, N. Matzén, M. Rhinard, and M. Svantesson, 2006).
Taking the civil protection mechanism to the next level implied a bigger centralization of the
decision-making procedures. As the next step eventually was the introduction of rescEU in
2018. RescEU is a new element within the Civil protection mechanism that aims to “enhance
both the protection for citizens by disasters and the management of emerging risks”
(European Commission, 2021c). Furthermore, within rescEU a European pool of resources was
established, like firefighting helicopters or ventilators for response to the COVID-19 pandemic
(European Commission, 2021c). Moreover, rescEU introduced a framework to enhance
national capabilities through additional funding for the upgrading of their resources and also
established the civil protection education network that aims in training for disaster
management (European Commission, 2021c).
As mentioned before the controversy about competencies and who is actually responsible for
actions continues within the EU. There have been incidents with the help of actors from other
countries, bureaucratic obstacles, or decisions that were made during crises that suggest that
cooperation can be problematic. For instance, this summer in Italy, the Council of State (higher
legislative power in Italy) ruled that local authorities cannot cut down trees within the forests
of their competence if they do not take permission from the Superintendent Office of
Landscaping, adding even more bureaucratic layers in forest management and consequently
wildfire preparedness (Lentini in DW, 2021). Another similar incident was the almost
accidental collision in the air of a Canadair and a Russian Illusin during the firefighting in Vilia,
Greece last summer due to bad communication of the commander center (ΤοΒΗΜΑ, 2021c)
Those problematic incidents as it seems continues to exist, even after the implementation of
rescEU.
But at the same time, the establishment of a European reserve of resources is a big step in the
civil protection and disaster management policy area. It is worth mentioning that this idea was
first established in the Barnier report under the Austrian Presidency in 2006 and backed up by
another Greek proposal after the 2007 catastrophic wildfires in Peloponnese (S. Olsson and P.
Larsson, 2009). Eventually, it took substance after 13 years in the light of climate change
impacts and the realization that climate disaster sees no borders. Or as the then Commissioner
for Humanitarian Aid and Crisis Management and now Greek Climate Crisis and Civil
13

Protection minister Christos Stylianides said: "Natural disasters know no borders and climate
change is increasing their risks and impact. With rescEU our current Civil Protection
Mechanism will be taken to a next level.” (European Commission, 2018 p.1). After 2019,
rescEU is the main mechanism of the European Union for intervention in disaster
management (European Commission, 2021c). This implies that rescEU can intervene in every
phase of disaster management and is the main mechanism that Member States ask for help
when disasters overwhelmed their capacities. In our case regarding wildfires, this happened
in the summers of 2019, 2020, and 2021 in wildfires around the south of Europe and on
multiple other similar occasions (European Commission, 2021c)

State authorities
Article 24 of the Greek constitution states that:
“The protection of the natural and cultural environment constitutes a duty of the State and a
right of every person. The State is bound to adopt special preventive or repressive measures
for the preservation of the environment in the context of the principle of sustainable
development. Matters pertaining to the protection of forests and forest expanses, in general,
shall be regulated by law.” (Hellenic parliament, 2008).
Drawing from this article we can state that the protection of the environment and
consequently, wildfire management is a constitutional obligation of the state and at the same
time a right of the citizen. As discussed above wildfires in Greece are a very persistent problem
that during some summers take national disaster proportions. the current framework of how
the competencies between the different state actors divide is a vast, complex and
bureaucratic nexus of laws, presidential decrees, ministry and institutions guidelines,
etc.(Goldammer report, 2019). But as mentioned above in all three phases of wildfire
management there is one key actor responsible for the coordination of all other actors and
responsible for the planning and execution of the actions needed. In prevention that actor is
the forest management institution, hence the Directorate-General of Forests and Forest
Environment, and more locally the bureaus of the Directorate, hence the forest services.
As discussed above years of inequality in funding between the response phase and the
prevention but also years of economic crisis (Ferrara, C., Marchi, M., Carlucci, M. et al.,2018;
Lekakis J.N., Kousis M. 2013) led these departments to be highly underfunded and
understaffed. Lastly, it is relatively common knowledge, in Greece that these services do not
have the best cooperation legacy with other actors or the best reputation in general among
local citizens.
The response phase on the other hand as mentioned before is the responsibility of the fire
brigade. A state choice, which is very important for the philosophy of the whole wildfire
management (Goldammer report, 2019), as it means that wildfire management is largely
dependent on repression and in a semi-military organized institution that has also the
coordination responsibility of actors that do not necessarily have been organized in that way
(Goldammer report, 2019). With all the relevant implications for the perceptions of different
actors regarding cooperation, discipline, and trust, that coordination from a semi-military
organized institution possess.
In the restoration phase, the main responsibility for planning the projects within the forests
and regarding flood risk, soil degradation, etc. is on the shoulders again of the Forest Services.
On the other hand, compensations are a far more complex matter, as the compensation for
14

crops or productive animals is the responsibility of the Ministry of Environment, and
compensation of properties (buildings) is the responsibility of the Ministry of Economics or
municipal agencies (2019). Apart from that restoration phase is a far more complex matter
that entails, the restoration of communities, dealing with the psychological and societal
effects (Valianou, Alexopoulos, Plaka, et al., 2020; Psarros C., Theleritis C., Economou M., et
al., 2017 ).

Non-state actors
Another very important category of actors in wildfire management is non-state actors like
volunteers or NGOs. Internationally non-state actors are involving in disaster management
with higher and higher frequency in recent years. Either in assisting role when the states can
handle the crises or in a de facto sometimes leading role when states are overwhelmed by the
crises (Osa, 2013). Non-states actors can involve in every one of the three phases of the crisis
management cycle but generally, they are involving more in the response phase as first
respondents, for instance as volunteer firefighting groups in wildfires. This is also the case for
the wildfire management in Greece. As the majority of non-state actors involved are
volunteering teams that occupied themselves in the response phase (WWF, 2019; Goldammer
report, 2019). Another area that seems to get more attention recently is the involvement of
NGOs in the recovery and restoration phase after the tragedy. That is something that can be
also observed in Greek wildfire management with NGOs but more frequently business funds
and philanthropic institutes, stepping up in donations and resources for the restoration phase
(Η Καθημερινή, 2021; ΓΠΑ, 2021).
But at the same time: “Unfortunately, in many cases, NGOs have operated well outside their
field of expertise and the quality of such reconstruction projects has been called into
question” (von Meding & Oyedele & Cleland,2009 p. 36). This is mainly according to the same
authors happening because in the recovery phase every project must take into consideration
issues like: “resource availability, cultural differences, local regulations, political
environments, human resource deployment, and many others” (von Meding & Oyedele &
Cleland,2009 p. 36) and unfortunately non-state actors have not such a good record of
considering all those implications (von Meding & Oyedele & Cleland,2009)
Apart from the recovery phase, non-state actors’ roles and responsibilities in all other phases
of disaster management remain poorly understood (Hesselman & Lane 2017). This creates
challenges for transparency of actions, cooperation, effectiveness, and accountability in
disaster management (Tierney, 2012). More specifically, the volunteering manpower and
resources are of the utmost importance for Greek wildfire management and are one of the
main advantages of the country in comparison with other Mediterranean wildfire
management regimes (WWF, 2019) but at the same time, the existence of at least 5 different
law frameworks for the volunteer’s involvement in the last 20 years and the understudy of
this involvement brings challenges for their legitimacy, accountability and in the end, with the
effectiveness of their involvement.

Environmental Policy and wildfires
In the climate change era and in the need to adapt to climate change effects wildfires are
being an area of threat for environmental policies at the Pan-European level. For instance,
it is estimated that in 2020 ‘’about 25% of the zones burnt in Europe were inside the ‘Natura
2000' sites - the EU reservoirs of biodiversity’’ (European Commission, n.d.) and one of the
landmark environmental policy areas within the union.
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Furthermore, wildfires are becoming a great concern also for national governance. First
of all, they become a bigger economic burden on GDP. WWF for example, estimates that
the average annual losses in wildfires are at the level of three billion all over the continent
(WWF, 2019). Apart, from the losses wildfires especially those that took proportions of
natural disaster are fuelling fierce debates within societies and can have very important
effects on how politicians acting. As already discussed for instance, the Mati wildfire
basically, diminishes Syriza government hopes for re-election (Karyotakis 2021; Mylonas,
2019)
Furthermore, in the Mediterranean and especially in Greece wildfires as the main natural
disaster that ravaging the country every year is a very important area of governing and policymaking. Lastly, the anticipated increase of wildfires and the risk they possess suggest that this
area will be even more important for future governance. As then, governing climate
adaptation is becoming central for the actual survival of states (McCormack, P. C. 2020;
Bulkeley H., 2010; Benzie, M., Persson, Å., 2019), long-term planning and adaptation strategy
to wildfires and mega-fires (WWF, 2019) will become vital for the future of the country.
Therefore, it is crisis management that becoming crucial for environmental policy. Crisis
management has three distinct phases. (European Commission 2013; Kelly, 1998). The prephase includes mitigation of the risks, preparedness, adaptation, and better capacity building.
The response phase is happening alongside the timeline of the crisis and lastly, there is the
post-phase which includes elements like recovery and relief. Those three phases will be
discussed extensively in the next chapters. So, the effectiveness of crisis management is
becoming a very important aspect of environmental policy in Europe.
The effectiveness of natural disaster management in general relies upon cooperation among
the involved actors (Wildman, Parker, Persson, 2019). Cooperation in turn relies on three
elements: trust among actors, how actors perceive the legitimacy of other actors’ actions, and
the accountability of actors. Trust is crucial for cooperation and is highly boosted by repeated
actions (Blondin D. & Boin A, 2020). The perceived legitimacy of actors boosts their willingness
to cooperate with those who perceive as legitimate (Boin, 2018) and accountability is highly
linked to the legitimization of some actors (Keohane & Nye Jr., 2001).
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Problem statement
In the light of more anticipated wildfires in the future in the south of Europe, the governance
and management of wildfires are crucial. Therefore, adaptation to those wildfires and
generally the adaptation of wildfire management to the conditions of climate change is
crucial. It has been argued that Society’s ability to anticipate change is a key factor for the
successful adaptation(Quay, 2010). Therefore, capacity building of local communities can
boost these responses in a possible change due to climate change. More importantly the
extent of the resilience of the mechanisms as also the local communities to wildfires could be
another crucial aspect for the successful adaptation to the wildfires of the climate change.
Cooperation of EU’s mechanisms, Member States, and non-state actors in the management
of those crises is considered to be of fundamental importance. Cooperation in turn is heavily
influenced by the perceived legitimacy of the actions and procedures by the actors involved
and by the accountability of the actors involved as perceived by the public and by the actors
themselves (European Commission 2013; Kelly, 1998; Blondin & Boin, 2020 ).
Wildfire management have three distinct phases, pre-phase, response phase and the postphase (Crondstent. M., 2002). The pre-phase includes mitigation of the risks, preparedness,
adaptation, and better capacity building. The response phase is happening alongside the
timeline of the crisis and lastly, there is the post-phase which includes elements like recovery
and relief. But at the same time wildfire management and especially the restoration phase,
remains relatively understudied (Hesselman & Lane 2017), and even more wildfire
management remains understudy from a social science point of view. Furthermore, after the
start of the 2019 EU’s civil protection mechanism added another level in the crisis
management, the rescEU. RescEU involvement in the wildfires incidents has been witnessed
for at least three fire seasons by now. But at the same time, the results of this involvement
remains again understudied.

Research Objective
Drawing from the problem statement and the literature identified, the research objective of
this thesis is three-fold. First, the thesis aims to explore how the cooperation between actors
involved in wildfires in Greece can be characterized in terms of perceived legitimacy and
accountability by investigating how crisis management unfolded in three case studies (the
Kineta, Gerania and Vilia wildfires). Second, the thesis aims to understand the general
situation regarding cooperation in Greek wildfire management and to what extent that
cooperation changed or whether it remain unchanged after the implementation of rescEU.
Finally, the thesis aims to explore future options for boosting cooperation, legitimacy, and
accountability in wildfire management in Greece. With the hope of better effectiveness of the
Greek wildfire management that needs to adapt to the future anticipated increase in wildfire
incidents and area burned.

Research Questions
To meet the three research objectives stated above, the following three research questions
have been formulated:
1.

What are the lessons learned from the Kineta, Gerania, and Vilia wildfire incidents
regarding the cooperation among the actors involved, the perceived legitimacy of
actors regarding other actors’ actions, and the accountability of actors involved?
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2.

What are the general lessons learned for wildfire management in Greece
regarding the cooperation among the actors involved, the perceived legitimacy of
actors regarding other actors’ actions, and the accountability of actors involved?
• What changed or remain unchanged after the rescEU introduction?
•

3.

At what extent the Greek wildfire mechanism is ready to adapt
to the climate change era ‘s wildfires ?
What are the future options for the wildfire management in Greece regarding
cooperation among actors, the perceived legitimacy of actors for other actors,
and accountability of actors involved?
• What are the possible future options for Greek wildfire
management to be more resilient to the anticipated climate
change era’s wildfires and how can the capacity of local
communities be boosted in the future in order to adapt better to
those wildfires?

The thesis will introduce next a conceptual framework chapter. After that will be introduced the
methods chapter, the two empirical chapters on the case studies, the general findings regarding Greek
wildfire management and the future options for the Greek wildfire management. And in the end the
thesis will present a discussion chapter, the conclusions and a recommendations for further research
chapter.
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Conceptual Frameworks
In this chapter, the main theoretical perspectives supporting the research will be explained.
Firstly, there is an introduction to the crisis management theories with a focus on the crisis
management cycle (Prevention-Preparedness-Response and Recovery). Furthermore, the
concepts of resilience and adaptation to the climate crisis will be discussed and lastly, the key
notions of cooperation, legitimacy, and accountability will be presented. All those concepts
are essential for this research as they provide an analytical framework to understand wildfire
management in Greece and the needed adaptation that needs to be done in the face of
climate change and the wildfires that could become reality in the future

Disasters management theories
In terms of civil protection, crisis and disaster management is highly important for the
mitigation of uncertainties of future disaster events. Parker, Persson, and Widmalm (2019)
distinguish elements of civil protection in two categories, “hardware” and “software”,
respectively. Hardware includes laws, reports, and procedures and on the other hand, the
software includes norms, trust, and shared beliefs (Parker et al., 2019). In the disaster
management field, those elements are included also in another classical framework, the
“comprehensive framework for disaster management” (Cronstedt, M. 2002), with a different
classification. This framework is identified also with the abbreviation PPRR from the first letter
of the main elements of the framework, namely: Prevention, Preparedness, Response, and
Recovery (Cronstedt, M. 2002). In the European Union, since 2013 there is a similar framework
in assessing crisis management which was included in the Commission’s directive on the
establishment of the Union’s Civil Protection Mechanism. Disaster prevention, disaster
preparedness, and response are the three phases of disaster management that are
encompassed in the Civil Protection mechanism directive (European Commission 2013).
Prevention encompasses actions to mitigate the hazards of wildfires. Such as cutting down
trees and manage crop residues for instance. Preparedness, referring to the level that the
actors and the communities are prepared to cope with the wildfire. Response is referring to
the actions that needs to be done in a possible incident such as coordinating the actors or the
involvement of aerial firefighting with helicopters and airplanes and recovery phase referring
to the provision of relief and recovery to the affected communities, But also recovery could
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referring to the lessons learned from the incident in order to be more effective in the next
start of this cycle. .

Figure 3 A graphical representation of the comprehensive framework for disaster management or PPRR. The
arrows indicate the order of the stages and how all together form a continuous loop of stages in disaster
management (Crondstent. M., 2002)

Another traditional distinction focuses on the causes of a crisis: whether it is for instance a
technological or an environmental crisis (Erikson 1996). This further can give useful insights
such as those Blondin and Boin identified: ‘’natural disasters are thought to induce solidarity
whereas human-made crises give rise to societal divisions. Cooperation is considered more
likely in the former than in the latter.’’ (Blondin & Boin, 2020 p.199).

Europe’s wildfire management as a transboundary crisis: issues of cooperation,
accountability and legitimacy
In this research mainly the focus will be another notion of crises within the crisis management,
the ‘’transboundary crisis’’. One prominent definition of a transboundary crisis is ‘’a crisis that
crosses geographical and/or policy boundaries’’ (Ansell, Boin, and Keller 2010). Due to how
wildfire management in the south of Europe operated in recent years and the almost instant
involvement of EU’s Civil Protection Mechanism, and rescEU as also other transboundary nonstate actors like volunteering firefighting groups, wildfires in southern Europe can be
identified as transboundary crises even if they are commonly located in a specific area of a
Member State or multiple locations within the same state. Furthermore, wildfires encompass
different policy domains, ranging from planning policy to social welfare or economic policies.
According to Boin (2018), a transboundary crisis has five characteristics: “multiple domains,
multiple manifestations” (Boin, 2018 p. 95) that can create big diversity in view and opinions,
“Incubation period and rapid escalation”, they are “hard to chart”, something very common
in wildfires as also the fourth element, they are characterized by the involvement of “multiple
actors with conflicting responsibilities, a very common representation of Greek wildfire
management and lastly they have not “readymade solutions” (2020 p. 95). These
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characteristics of no readymade solutions is something that in the case of modern wildfires
can be identified very easily on multiple occasions. Furthermore, is something that can be
argued that will be worsened due to new behaviours of the fire that emerged due to climate
change.
As mentioned before (see introduction chapter) the main mechanism deployed by the
European Union and operates as a transboundary crisis mechanism for the assistance of
member states during a crisis is the EU’s Civil Protection Mechanism and more recently its
specialized new element, rescEU. The idea of a centralized response mechanism was proposed
first in the late 2000s and draws from theorists like Sundelius and Boin who argued that:
‘’Drawing capacity and responsibility together under one roof is thought to enhance the
speed, coordination, and efficiency of the response.’’ (Boin & Sundelius, 2007, p. 37).
According to the same ‘’This would make EU emergency management more efficient
(cheaper) and accessible (democratic), and less prone to bureau-political tensions
(professional).’’ (2007 p. 39) Furthermore, Boin and Sundelius argued that ‘’an EU agency for
pre-response activities (such as emergency preparedness) makes sense: building joint capacity
to manage transboundary emergencies would enable those with operational responsibility for
responding to crises (at various levels) to be able to do so effectively.’’ (2007 p. 44). It took
more than a decade from the introduction of this paper for the European Union to create such
an
agency,
the
rescEU.
But as it seems from the very early beginnings of this idea, centralization of power and
decision-making procedures brings the spotlight on concerns about the accountability and
legitimacy of actions. Again, Boin and Sundelius The same authors had identified potential
political controversy in the installation of such mechanisms and the need for better internal
cooperation due to ‘’ the demands for specialization, accountability, and managerial ease
[which} tend to create subdivisions’’ (2007 p 41). Furthermore, there is the argument that the
traditional centralized approach to the crisis is ineffective in transboundary crises as
centralized authorities cannot work effectively due to the fact that there is no clear picture of
the important actors and the fact that a lot of negotiations must be made in a short timeframe
(Boin, 2020). Due to this a variety of decision-making and bureaucracy problems occur, in the
end, making legitimacy one of the main fields that the (in)effectiveness of the crisis response
relies upon. Boin (2020) argues that in the light of transboundary crises:” The most important
problem is that crisis centralization tends to create serious legitimacy issues. If the ownership
on critical issues is allocated to an official or institution, and thus not allocated somewhere
else or taken away from someone, it is crucial that the “crisis owner” can rely on political and
public support” (2020 p.98). As rescEU evades democratic checks and controls because it has
not elected operators but appointed ones by the Commission. Therefore, centralized
mechanisms, like rescEU cannot be perceived as legitimate and effective as they need to be.
In the same context of the transboundary crises, it is crucial to understand that the actual
response strategies derive from the previous phase of the crisis management cycle, namely
prevention and preparedness. The same applies to the legitimacy of actors’ actions. For
instance, Boin (2020) uses Wildawsky’s work to argue: “that enhanced resilience in the
prevention and preparedness phases, through a trial-and-error strategy, relying on the human
capacity for innovation and learning, is a much more fruitful strategy than a short-sighted
focus on prevention through entrenchment.” (Boin, 2020 p. 96) It seems that in the light of
modern crisis management and anticipated disasters of the climate change era, resilience
emerges as a dominant feature of policy in the domains of civil protection and environmental
protection, and especially during the phases of prevention and preparedness. Another
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element that highlights the importance of resilience is that according to experts like Boin,
Lodge, and Luesing (2020) plans, and protocols cannot go very far in a crisis. Without
undermining the importance of preparedness in favor of resilience, preparedness has limits
or as Boin and colleagues put it, ‘’Crisis plans rarely survive the first contact with reality’’ (Boin
et al. 2020 p 194).
It is common for the management of transboundary crises to require collaboration between
various domains of policy and between different states (Blondin & Boin, 2020; Ansel et al.,
2010). Blondin & Boin (2020) stated the main typical problem for such collaborations: the
collective action problem. or as the authors summarize it ‘’why would a rational person
contribute efforts or resources to the provision of a good when everybody can consume it just
as easily and in the same quantity as those who helped produce it?’’ (Blondin & Boin, 2020 p.
198). There are however a variety of solutions to that problem with one of the more
prominent ones being the impact of repeated interaction. According to Blondin and Boin:
‘’Repeated interaction settings dramatically increase the prospects for cooperation’’ (2020 p
202). Furthermore, to build on those challenges Blondin and Boin identify three factors that
have an impact on collaboration between the actors involved in the crisis management. Those
factors are the number of actors involved in crisis management, the availability of a
coordination mechanism, and the existence of feasible solutions (Blondin & Boin, 2020). But
they are arguing that leadership is a fourth factor that has to be taken seriously in order for
more effective crisis management collaboration.
Concluding, it seems that most of the theories and frameworks highlight the high
centralization of power and the accompanying high responsibility to mechanisms involved in
disasters both in terms of civil protection and protection of the environment. Consequently,
as legitimacy and accountability issues arise as important elements that may affect the
effectiveness of responses in transboundary crises as also all over the crisis management
theories, wildfires can be seen as an opportunity to investigate further how cooperation,
legitimacy, and accountability issues arise in this particular field. In the next part of the chapter
cooperation, legitimacy and accountability will be further discussed. Furthermore, there is a
need to mention that wildfires are a relatively understudied field from social science
perspective which can give new insights into how non-state actors or transnational
mechanisms deal with questions around their legitimacy of actions, decisions, and policies in
the general field of crisis management. Especially under the scope of the climate crisis and the
anticipated increase in the frequency of climate disasters.

Cooperation, Accountability, and Legitimacy
As mentioned above crucial for crisis management is the cooperation between the actors
involved. This research will investigate the cooperation as perceived by the actors involved
and at the same time, as Boin (2018) suggests, important for cooperation in crisis
management we can identify two main concepts, legitimacy and accountability (Boin, 2018).
Therefore, this research also explores legitimacy and accountability within the field of crisis
management and wildfires specifically.
Cooperation
Cooperation in the light of this research can be categorized into two large categories.
International cooperation and internal cooperation between the national actors involved. For
the first category, Blondin and Boin (2020) drawing from Olson’s (1965) work highlight “two
fundamental obstacles to international collaboration: (1) the lack of common ground or joint
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preferences for national governments to agree on joint action, and (2) the enforcement and
coordination problems that tend to plague international cooperation even when national
preferences align” (Blondin & Boin, 2020 p. 199). In terms of crisis management, Boin
(2020)suggests that most scholars agree that the main issue to overcome those obstacles is
the extent of the uncertainty that exists in the causes of the crisis and the solutions. Therefore,
to mitigate that uncertainty and consequently enhance international cooperation in the phase
of crisis management, we can identify six main factors that play a prominent role.
First, is the extent of the politicization of the crisis (Boin, A., P. ’t Hart, and A. McConnell.
2009)). Politicization means that states internal and external politics could influence crisis
management. In our case that has been seen vividly when some member states reject the
help of the EU civil protection mechanism for not being seen as incapable of dealing with the
crisis themselves (Boin, A., M. Ekengren, and M. Rhinard, 2013). The second factor is the
repeated interaction that can boost international cooperation, dramatically (Koremenos, B.,
C. Lipson, and D. Snidal. 2001). The third important factor is the common finding in the
literature that as the number of actors increases the “free-riding” is getting more and more
observable (Keohane, R. O., and E. Ostrom. 1994; Koremenos et al.,2001:Scharpf, F. W. 2006).
Furthermore, the fourth factor influencing international cooperation in crisis management is
leadership (Boin, A., P. ’t Hart, E. Stern, and B. Sundelius, 2016). And lastly, the fifth factor that
can influence international collaboration in the context of crisis management is the presence
or absence of a coordinating mechanism (Boin, 2020). A coordination mechanism can be
distinguished from a top-down, hierarchical approach mechanism or as a mechanism that
incorporates more loosely agreements that can shape that coordination (Boin, A., and F.
Bynander. 2015)
Within the context of wildfire management within the same state, different agencies and
bodies must cooperate, having different priorities, capabilities, and responsibilities.
Cooperation can lead to conflict (O’Leary and Bingham 2009). For Fleming, McCartha, and
Steelman (2015), “Conflict between organizations or levels of government may occur because
of competition for scarce resources, the drive for autonomy, or divergent subunit goals”
(2015, p. 446). Furthermore, Boin (2018) suggests that trust is crucial for the collaboration of
actors, an argument that also other studies confirm regarding interagency collaboration (Fan,
Li & Desouza,2021; Deverell, Alvinius & Hede, 2019 ). This essentiality of trust brings us to the
other two notions that heavily influence cooperation, legitimacy of actors, and accountability
of actors (Boin, 2018). As Christensen, Lægreid, and Rykkja, L.H. (2016) link perceived
legitimacy of governmental actors to trust to the government and Olsen (2013) links
accountability to trustworthiness of institutions and actors in general.
Accountability
Accountability is defined as the obligation that individuals have to take responsibility for their
(in)actions (Zuniga, Jenkins & Jackson, 2018). Accountability is very important for the
enhancement of confidence and trust in the individual or body that is held accountable
(Deane, Huggins & Karim, 2019). There are two dimensions of accountability, answerability,
and enforceability. The answerability has to do with the right to ask for justifications of
(in)actions (Newell, 2008). That on the other side also implies the duty of an organization or
an individual “to answer to their decisions and actions” (Zuniga, Jenkins & Jackson, 2018, p.
4). The other dimension, enforceability refers to the means to hold someone accountable
(Newell, 2008), which refers to the capacity to sanction (Fox, 2007) or punish irresponsible
behaviours (Newell 2008).
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Furthermore, accountability is crucial for international cooperation (Urpelainen, 2012). Grant
and Keohane used another definition of accountability, which is: “accountability implies that
some actors have the right to hold other actors to a set of standards, to judge whether they
have fulfilled their responsibilities in light of these standards, and to impose sanctions if they
determine that these responsibilities have not been met.” (Grant and Keohane, 2005 p. 29).
One main problem for accountability in the context of international cooperation, like in the
case of wildfires in Europe, is that democracy’s accountability mechanisms like elections are
domestic and it is very difficult to hold accountable operators from other countries
(Urpelainen, 2012; Keohane & Nye Jr., 2001). On the other hand, the same suggests that
procedures in one country can incentivize others to comply with these accountability
mechanisms, and we can argue that in our case cooperation at the EU level can have a certain
degree of democratic mechanism and democratic control systems for holding accountable
actors involved. The main ones are the European Parliament and in litigation terms the Court
of Justice of the European Union.
Furthermore, Keohane and Nye distinguish two main different forms of accountability:
“electoral” and “non-electoral” accountability (Keohane & Nye Jr., 2001). The “electoral”
accountability refers to the process of election and the “non-electoral” to the process that
someone can be held accountable without be in an election procedure. At the international
level, they (2001)suggests that there is one simple way to enhance that accountability. “To
strengthen state control, through chains of delegation, and at the same time to ensure that
sufficient transparency exists so that members of the public can judge whether their
government, operating within the international institution, is carrying out its mandate.”
(Keohane & Nye Jr., 2001 p.12). Furthermore, the authors suggest that another way could be
increasing influence of domestic accountability mechanisms and a third way could be “to
increase legislative control over policy at the supranational level” (Keohane & Nye Jr., 2001
p.13), something that can only be achieved through European Parliament.
Apart from the electoral accountability, in the non-electoral accountability area, there are
many forms that enable the public to hold accountable those who engage in the decisionmaking process. Such forms could include opinion polls, demonstrations, and protests.
Another form could be professional standards, norms, and transnational professional
networks (Keohane & Nye Jr., 2001). In our case, we could argue that the operators within the
rescEU and domestic forces, certainly care about the opinion of their colleagues. So, by the
pressure of be in the right standards in the eyes of their colleagues can internalize checks on
their performance that in the end can hold each other accountable.
The key to holding accountable those in power is transparency (Keohane & Nye Jr., 2001). In
our case transparency is crucial as the availability of public records for instance is the only way
to assess the conditions of the incidents or the actions and decisions there were taken.
Furthermore, for Zuniga, Jenkins & Jackson (2018), transparency is a “pre-condition of
accountability” (p. 1) as it allows the accountability authority to make observations on the
actor’s behaviour and assess potential sanctions or punishments for the actors (in)action.
Furthermore, the making of information publically available can provide incentives for better
behaviours by the actors involved as the actions and the decisions will be easier to be tracked
(Zuniga, Jenkins & Jackson, 2018). But Transparency cannot be seen as only information
disclosure, but for the information that has been disclosed to be characterized as transparent,
the information must be complete and easy to access and, in the end, must also lead to
specific conclusions (Michener & Bersch, 2013; Reynaers & Grimmelikhuijsen, 2015).
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For Gupta & Van Asselt (2019) transparency, as a notion, has five dimensions: (1)
‘transparency from whom’, i.e., who discloses information and to whom (Gupta & Van Asselt,
2019). For instance, state-to-state disclosure, and private sector to state disclosure (Gupta,
2008). (2) ‘transparency about what,’ i.e., the aspects of performance to be disclosed (3)
‘transparency how’, which concerns the reporting and reviewing processes that make visible
if standards are being met and (4) ‘transparency about sanctions’ (Gupta & Van Asselt, 2019).
This subdivision is important for the linkage of transparency to the main two general
dimensions of accountability, answerability and enforceability namely that for Gupta and Van
Asselt it is important in order to explore “the role that transparency might play in furthering
accountability” (2019, p. 20). Furthermore, Keohane and Nye Jr suggested that along with
transparency “Public participation and articulation of accountability procedures provide the
procedural basis for democratic legitimacy. “(Keohane & Nye Jr., 2001 p.14), leading to the
third notion that interconnects with cooperation and accountability, perceived legitimacy.
Legitimacy
Keohane and Nye characterized legitimacy by two dimensions the “input” and the “output”
side (Keohane & Nye Jr., 2001). The “input” side can be referred to accountability which is
highly linked with the perception of legitimacy by the individual but also to the extent the
actors conform to rules, standards, and laws that has been democratically established.
Furthermore, those rules, standards, and laws must be justifiable and have the informed
consent of the actors that are affecting them. On the output side, effectiveness is something
that can be explored by investigating the outputs of the selected case studies and generally
the situation in the Greek wildfire management.
As already mentioned in the previous part cooperation among the actors involved is crucial
for the effectiveness of crisis management (Boin, 2018). the same author pointed out that
cooperation is highly linked with the legitimacy of the actions and the procedures that can
hold accountable the actors involved and enhance trust among them.
In international cooperation and in our case crisis management, legitimacy can be: “defined
as the extent to which various domestic audiences of the state parties believe that the state
parties are complying with their obligations under international law” (Pallas & Urpelainen,
2011 p.6). This implies that the perception of the domestic audience about the legitimacy of
the actions of their national actors shapes the perception of the legitimacy of the actions at
the international level. Furthermore, following this logic in this specific research, we can argue
that the same perception extends to the actions of the international actors within a specific
state with the same domestic audience. Additionally, those international mechanisms that
involving in crisis management can: “obtain a legitimacy payoff that depends on how domestic
audiences perceive cooperation” (Pallas & Urpelainen, 2011 p.3).
Generally, legitimacy has been understudied in frameworks where non-state actors, which are
heavily influencing Greek wildfire management, participate in policy decision-making and
implementation as wildfire management, and generally crisis management ( Seulki Lee &
Marc Esteve, 2022), and at the same time, multiple scholars debate the role of non-state
actors in international cooperation. Andersen and Hey (2005), suggest that the participation
of more non-state actors in international cooperation efforts can enhance the legitimacy of
the procedures and actions of those efforts (Andresen & Hey, 2005). But the same authors
cite Gupta’s work, that implies that: “increased participation by non-state actors in decisionmaking processes at the international level, tends to strengthen the voice of the North and
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the business community, as opposed to the voice of the South and NGOs concerned with
development” (Gupta 2003 as cited in Andresen and Hey, 2005 p.217)
In the history of international cooperation, either by international institutions or NGOs,
democratic legitimacy seems to fall behind because the standard procedure and rules ‘’ lack
the democratic legitimacy that comes from having transparent procedures, institutional
arrangements that facilitate accountability, and activities by politicians seeking re-election by
appealing to the public” (Keohane & Nye Jr., 2001 p.14).
The governmental actor’s legitimacy is crucial for the policy support and coproduction of
those policies by the citizens (Schmidt, V. A. 2013; O’Leary, R., and N. Vij. 2012.). Furthermore,
other studies have developed the link between the willingness of citizens to cooperate with
authorities and the perception of the legitimacy of those authorities (Akinlabi, O.M., 2022;
Sun, I.Y., Li, L., Wu, Y. et al, 2018). Lastly, Hogl, Kvarda, Nordbeck, and Pregernig (2012) within
the context of state and non-state actors’ collaboration had identified three main elements
that can boost the input and output sides of legitimacy. These are enhanced participation of
non-state actors, improving the coordination, and bigger integration of scientific and local
knowledge and expertise.
To conclude, cooperation is highly dependent on the perceived legitimacy of actors and their
actions and procedures (Boin, 2018). Legitimacy in national and international efforts is
dependent on effectiveness and performance (output legitimacy) but also on the procedures
(input legitimacy) (Urpelainen, 2012; Keohane & Nye Jr., 2001). Under this prism, the
legitimacy of actions depends heavily on the extent to which actors can be held accountable
(Urpelainen, 2012; Keohane & Nye Jr., 2001). For accountability, transparency is a central
notion. In any form of accountability (exercised either through electoral or non-electoral
mechanisms), transparency is key (Keohane & Nye Jr., 2001).

Theories on resilience, adaptation, and capacity building for the wildfires of the
climate crisis era
As discussed before in the introduction part Greek wildfire management will have to deal with
a greater frequency of wildfires and bigger proportions of devastated burned areas. therefore,
the adaptation in those conditions along with the greater resilience of communities must be
boosted as also the capacity building of adaptation features.

Resilience
Resilience can be identified as “the capacity of a system to absorb change or reorganize while
retaining essential functions” (Walker et al. 2004, p.2) Resilience appears in the literature as
vital to the long-term sustainability of social-ecological systems (Folke et al., 2002). In the
scope of climate change, Martin-Breen and Anderies (2011) argue that efforts in building more
resilient communities ‘‘are effective in creating systems that can maintain their state in
response to the unexpected crises arising from climate change’’ (Martin-Breen and Anderies
2011, p. 48). Others like Boyd et al. (2015) in their review use Conway’s (2008) argument:
“that building resilience starts with anticipation, surveying, and forecasting (as has long been
used in addressing natural disasters).” (Boyd et al., 2015, p. S152). Furthermore, Rogers (2011)
focuses on anticipation, risk assessment, preparation, and prevention as key elements of
resilience, bridging this way the crisis management cycle with risk management, foresight,
and anticipatory governance features (Quay, 2010; Bezold C., 2019) under the prism of
building resilient systems. Another prominent idea is the bridging of “action learning” with
resilience using what Tschakert and Dietrich (2010) described as anticipatory learning. An
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active learning procedure for the anticipated events of the future. Under the same scope,
Somavilla Croxatto et al. argue that “that preventive actions, together with transparent
operational response frameworks, could significantly improve resilience and adaptability of
local knowledge systems and institutions dealing with climate change adaptation (Somavilla
Croxatto et al.,2020 p. 12). The same goes a step further and argues that: “Such[an]
integration could enable anticipatory response measures to better manage risk, as well as
increase institutional cooperation for long term environmental planning” (Somavilla Croxatto
et al.,2020 p. 12). This brings us to the next element of crisis management and in our case
wildfire management has a very distinctive link with anticipatory governance and adaptation.

Adaptation
Adaptation to climate change is not only a scientific concept but make its way in the last
decade to the public sphere, sparking conversations all over the world. This is happening
partly due to the realization of the impacts of climate change like natural disasters such as
wildfires. Furthermore, needs to be mentioned that adaptation is linked closely to resilience
and capacity building, the two other elements that are discussed here. Quay suggests that”
Society’s ability to anticipate change and effect response is often cited as the key factors in
successful adaptation” (Quay 2010 p. 497)
In the same review Quay quotes the Panel on Adapting to the Impacts of Climate Change of
the National Academy of Science “…[A]daptation to climate change calls for a new paradigm
that takes into account a range of possible future climate conditions and associated changes
in human and natural systems, instead of managing our resources based on previous
experience and the historical range and variability of climate” (Quay p. 498).
Serrao-Neumann, Harman, and Choy argue that anticipation and future analysis, creation of
flexible adaptation strategies, and monitoring and action are the three key elements of a
possible governance framework that can boost adaptive capabilities (Serrao-Neuman et al.,
2013). This is linked to the need for flexible strategies that promote adaptation and resilience
before the response phase of crisis management as Boin proposes. Furthermore, anticipation
and future analysis tools have already been implemented for instance in Greece as Greek
authorities organized the first large exercise for climate disaster response, last Autumn (in. gr,
2021)

Capacity building
Apart from resilience and adaptation, capacity building is another important notion that is
linked with climate change and the strategies that need to be implemented to boost civil
protection mechanism effectiveness in the Anthropocene. UN described capacity building as
the “Process and means through which national governments and local communities develop
the necessary skills and expertise to manage their environment and natural resources in a
sustainable manner within their daily activities. “(UN, 1996). Muiderman et al. (2020) in their
review on anticipatory governance identified an approach that “envisions multiple plausible
futures and calls for enhancing preparedness and building capacities in the present to be able
to reflexively navigate diverse (uncertain) futures.” (Muiderman et al. 2020 p. 4). In this
approach the focus is on mitigating risk and adapting better to possible climate change
futures, focusing on preparedness and capacity building (Muiderman et al. 2020). By that,
capacity building can be linked to the disaster management cycle where prevention and
preparedness are crucial aspects of the overall effectiveness of disaster management. For this
to materialize the mobilization of social actors for the co-creation of those plausible futures is
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essential (Muiderman et al. 2020). Therefore, for this, the capacity of those actors to mobilize
and produce solutions for anticipated future changes must be enhanced.
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Research Methods
General Approach
This chapter outlines how the research was conducted. First, the selection of the case studies
approach is justified along with the justification of the selection of the three wildfire incidents
as case studies. Secondly, the research methods are presented including the literature and
document review and the development of the semi-structured interviews. Thirdly, the chapter
presents how the data analysis was conducted and lastly, the chapter ends with a reflection
on the validity of the research
To answer the research questions of the thesis, exploratory research will be conducted based
on qualitative methods and a comparative study of the case studies selected. Qualitative
research is suitable for exploring and providing information on how people experience a given
research issue, to identify what are their opinion, values, and behaviours (Bernard, 2006).

Research design
The research touches upon a very timely and impactful subject in the climate crisis era.
Wildfire management in a Mediterranean country under the prism of cooperation among the
actors, perceived legitimacy, and accountability. Thus, there is a need for a research design
that can provide a thorough analysis of facts but opinions too, valid results, and logical
conclusions. At the same time, there is a need for narrowing the available data and focusing
on the most relevant ones. As the research implicates rescEU as a focal point in time and needs
comparable data before the implementation of it and after, a case study approach was
selected as the most appropriate approach for the research. The case study approach can
provide the needed representational “real world” events without losing any of “the
meaningful characteristics” (Yin, 2003 p.2) of the events. Furthermore, the different case
studies can provide the necessary triangulation that can produce a thorough understanding
of the events and avoid as much possible bias (Yin, 2003). Lastly, it is important to mention
that the participants in the semi-structured interviews, even if mainly asked about the three
case studies were free to make any general remarks that could help answer RQ2 and RQ3.
The three case studies that were selected are the wildfires at Kineta on the 23rd of July 2018,
the wildfire at Gerania on the 19th of May 2021, and the Vilia wildfire on the 16th of August
2021. The selection of these cases relies on four main reasons. Firstly, the three areas are in
very close proximity between west Attica and Corinth therefore they have great similarities in
vegetation, geomorphology, and climate conditions, which allows the research to focus on the
aspects of the incidents that are not technical and are related to the environment. Secondly,
those similarities are extended in the wildfire management actors that are either the same in
most of those situations or there is a need for cooperation between the actors in West Attica
and Corinth as the wildfire does not respect necessarily the boundaries of the two counties.
Thirdly there is high environmental interest in all those three areas as they have unique
ecological systems, especially a part of the Gerania mountains that were affected in the first
two incidents, which has been characterized as a NATURA 2000 region. The fourth and last
reason for the selection is a pragmatistic approach as the researcher has already various
contacts in the areas, especially in West Attica County. Lastly, it is worth noting that the Kineta
case served also as a case study of the wildfire management before the implementation of
rescEU and the other two after that implementation.
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Figure 4 Map of Mediterranean with the green dot to indicate the area of the three incidents that will be shown
in more detail below in figure 5. (Adapted from Wikipedia Commons)

Figure 5 A geomorphological map of West Attica and part of Corinth regions (source: Google maps). With light
red on the bottom of the map depicted the Kineta incident and the approximate area burned. With dark red just
above depicted the incident in Gerania and with yellow on the east depicted the Vilia incident. The map scale is
five kilometres.

Data collection & analysis
The research applied grey literature review and official document analysis along with the
semi-structured interviews to gain information and insights for the first research
question(RQ). For the second and the third RQs, those three methods are used as also
scientific literature. It is important also to mention before continuing to the specific analysis
of the methods that the questions in the semi-structured interviews were influenced by the
literature review.
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Narrative review
The narrative review: “examines the state of the literature as it pertains to a specific research
question, topical area or concept” (Xiao & Watson, 2019, p.95). That feature helps the review
to have a narrower scope specifically designed for this research. But at the same time, the
process of acquiring data is more “informal (not standardized or systematic), and the synthesis
of these data is generally a narrative juxtaposition of evidence” (Xiao & Watson, 2019, p.95).
That implies that narrative review is a method prone to bias. A bias that will be discussed
further below in the validity and section.
A narrative review was conducted to identify the procedures and actions of wildfire
management and their importance of those. Narrative literature review provides and up-to
date knowledge about the specific procedures and actions in wildfire management. But this
type of review does not provide specific databases or methodological approaches limiting by
that the reproduction capabilities of the research as will be discussed below (Rother, 2007).
Furthermore, the first insights to identify these procedures and actions came forward from
the first phase of the review, and further review was conducted to identify theories and
suggestions for cooperation, perceived legitimacy, and accountability between the relevant
actors. By this, a basis was created to help answer the research questions 2 and 3. This formed
an equally important basis for the structure of the interviews and gave insights for the ongoing
document analysis
Official documents
A very important source of the research was based on reports from committees of the Greek
state regarding the situation of the wildfire management in the country, most notably the
Goldammer report. Furthermore, the same can be argued about rescEU and European
Mechanism of Civil Protection as the official documents and the communiqués of DG ECHO
were valuable materials to draw insights and information. Lastly, another big part of the
official document material was the laws that exist regarding wildfire management as also the
plans and the procedure manuals of the relevant authorities like the fire brigade’s one. Those
documents were mainly used to answer RQ 2 and RQ3 but also their content was used to
compare the relevant practices with what happened actually in the three case studies. Those
documents were coded in Atlas .ti software.
Grey literature review
Wildfires are a disaster that has a high impact on the public and produces a great variety of
reports, articles, and news that appears in the media. Even more importantly as the case
studies are relatively recently there was a greater variety of grey literature articles than
scientific literature. The grey literature included published papers and reports by NGOs, media
articles from the local and national press, and even statements from relevant actors that were
published on social media. It was important to ha have a track of those documents as the
research was taking place and to receive insights and information from those documents that
would be helpful for the contacting of interviews. Furthermore, public positions that
published in newspapers, websites and magazines of relevant actors that either have been
interviewed or not were essential for the research. Lastly, grey literature was necessary for
the triangulation of the findings.
Interviews
The interviews had the purpose of giving insights and information as also opinions on
answering the 3 RQs. First, a stakeholder analysis contacted to identify the main actors that
are involved in Greek wildfire management (see stakeholder presentation in results
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chapter)This analysis was not in depth analysis of how those stakeholders are interact with
the wildfire management but was an analysis of who are the main stakeholders that are
involving in order to identify the key stakeholders that need to be interviewed. The main
source of the analysis was the legal documents that are relevant to wildfire management in
Greece as also the section of the structure of EU’s civil protection mechanism on the website
of the European commission. The initial intention was to involve in the interview procedure
representatives of all these actors, except citizens. More specifically, the aim was to select as
interviewee a local representative of these authorities that was involved in the three case
studies. This can be characterized as a purposive sampling to select the people that “can
provide the best information to achieving the objectives of the study” (Kumar, 2010, p.207).
The truth is that this intention was not entirely feasible. GSCP and Forest Services did not
answer the invitations for the interview and rescEU did not provide a representative for an
interview but provided answers to five questions through the inquiry system of the European
Commission. Furthermore, before the start of the interviews, a form of consent was given to
the participants to protect their rights and protect the validity of the study, too. Lastly, the
interviews were conducted online and lasted from 30 to 80 minutes. Below there is the table
with all the names of the participants in the interviews, except the three respondents that
were promised anonymity, their position and involvement in the case studies, and the date of
the interview.

Table 1 Presentation of the respondents in the interview process, their role in wildfire management and when
and how the interviews were realized.

respondent A

respondent B

respondent C

Alexandros
Arapetsikas

representative
of
MegaraTV
local
journalistic
internet channel.
Dr.
Miltiades Professor in fire
Athanasiou
brigade
academy
and lecturer in
master’s program
“Management
Strategies
of
environmental
disasters and crises’’
in the Kapodistrian
University of Athens.
Volunteer
in
multiple firefighting
teams
Elias Tziritis
WWF
Greece
coordinator
regarding
forest
fires.

Interviewed
on
12/02/2022
with
Microsoft Teams
Interviewed
21/02/2022
Skype

on
via

Interviewed
26/01/2022
Skype

on
on
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respondent D

Konstantinos
Fylaktos

respondent E

Miltos
Papadimitropoulos

respondent F

respondent G

respondent H

respondent J

respondent K

respondent L

respondent M

respondent N

Deputy mayor in Interviewed
municipality
of 01/2/2022
Megara. Responsible Zoom
for civil protection.

on
with

The
responsible Interviewed
on
employee
for 03/03/2022
with
environment
Zoom
landscape planning
and civil protection
in the municipality of
Loutraki-PerahoraAg. Theodoroi.
Source on West
Interviewed
on
Attica fire brigade.
10/3/2022
with
Viber
Source (A) in the
Interviewed
on
Canadair CL-215 fleet
19/01/2022
with
Microsoft Teams
Source (B) in the
Interviewed
on
Canadair CL-215 fleet
19/01/2022
with
Microsoft Teams
Aggelos Seferiadis
Representative of Interviewed
on
D.A.PA.F.O.
20/01/2022
with
volunteer group.
Microsoft Teams
Panagiotis
A resident of the Interviewed
on
Papavasilis
Vilia
region 05/03/2022
with
volunteered in the Microsoft Teams
incident.
Antonios Katerinitsas Representative of Interviewed
on
Kouros
volunteer 01/02/2022
with
group (Megara)
Microsoft Teams
Vangelis Stathis
Representative of Interviewed
on
Patera volunteering 10/03/2022
with
group (Vilia and Zoom
Megara regions)
Daniel Koutoulidis
Representative of Interviewed
on
O.E.M. volunteering 01/03/2022
by
group (Megara).
phone

The interviews were conducted in Greek. In the interviews through Zoom, Microsoft Teams,
and Skype the recordings were downloaded and stored on the researcher’s laptop. Then the
recordings were uploaded to WUR one drive and started the automatic transcription. Next,
the transcribes were corrected and refined by the researcher, after which automatic
translation was made on the refined transcribes. That translation was then again corrected
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and refined by the researcher and that was the actual data material that was examined and
coded along with the official documents in Atlas .ti.

Data analysis
The data from the previously mentioned methods were analyzed in depth, by applying a
thematic analysis(Lochmiller, 2021). A deductive coding approach(Elliot, 2018) was used in
order to build a codebook. The development of codes was made a priori by using the
conceptual frameworks to interpret the data but also some codes were directly emanating
from the data. By assign codes to specific quotations then themes emerged that in the end
summarized under specific code groups that are related to the research questions. It is worth
noting that the opinions and insights that the respondents gave were not weighted and
treated as equally important. The data were coded and analyzed by using the qualitative data
analysis software, Atlas. ti, facilitating the comparison of all the case studies with each other
to identify consistent patterns based on the emerging insights from every case study and
general findings of the Greek wildfire management. The codes were developed by the
transcriptions and the other official documents in Atlas .ti by selecting the relevant quotations
and then those codes were grouped in code groups. The grouping of the code was then a
procedure that tried to link the codes to the foci points of the research, cooperation,
perceived legitimacy, accountability, and rescEU namely. From that analysis, the core body of
the results developed. Below there is an example of that analysis.
Table 2 Examples of the data analysis in Atlas. ti.

Quotation
“I do not know if there are
any documents that refer to
suspected causes of the fire.
Many times, we have
reached the point with the
incident books it came and
with the findings that the
investigating chief draws,
there within the fire brigade,
the majority is still unknown
causes”
“In Article 55, which it
considers
that
the
government cannot give any
reason [to anyone] for an
account”
“Yes... quality and quality
assurance of data and
sometimes there is a
difficulty in accessing. It is
not only whether you will
find some analysis data, but
also in what quality.”
“No, not that. I did not even
raise that, because it is
something that simply does
not happen, that is, it is

Code

Code Group

Access to data

Accountability

Accountability

Data Quality

Evaluation of Actions
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something that is done
within the voluntary groups,
because all the voluntary
groups have their statutes
the way they call it, to make
an assessment of the
incident, but there is no
central one from the civil
protection, nor is there one
for blaming.”
“In other words, the services
are not structured, these
bodies are not structured
with press offices, which
even if they are controlled
could give you information.”
“And you don't have easy
access again, i.e., with a
leak. I'm going to tell you,
but don't tell you that amid
personal relationships there,
but I think that in the end
there are no conclusions.”
“Yes, there are some black
holes in the issues of
transparency
and
accountability. because in
principle in civil protection
have been established secret
funds based on the last law
of 4662, There are many
secret resources.”
“The vast majority is an
unknown cause.”

Information

Leaks

Transparency

Unknown Causes

Validity of the research
This part of the research methodology has the aim to reflect on the validity of the research.
The validity of research relies on the extent that which the researcher measured what was
supposed to measure and avoided at the same time systematic bias according to Kumar
(Kumar 2019). The different types of methods are used to ensure the internal validity of the
research since the combination of various research methods creates the triangulation that is
needed and this can ensure the validity and objectivity of the information the researcher
gathered (Bernard, 2006). Furthermore, the different backgrounds of the respondents during
the interviews boost even more triangulation and cover holistically the case studies, reducing
even more systematic bias by providing different perspectives. Moreover, the selection of
three case studies could provide another validity check by comparing the similarities and
differences in responses about a specific topic.
Furthermore, Kumar (2019) suggests the Guba and Lincoln notion of credibility as the measure
of validity in qualitative research. For Trochim and Donelly (2007 p.149) ‘’ credibility involves
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establishing that the results of qualitative research are credible or believable from the
perspective of the participant in the research’’. As this research mainly involves opinions,
perceptions, and experiences the author believes that the best judges for the credibility of
this thesis are the participants in the interviews. Therefore, after the results chapters modified
have been sent for confirmation to some of the participants. Some refer to the problem of the
language as not everybody is familiar with English, therefore the credibility check by the
participants narrowed to those that are familiar with the English language. The participants
that bothered to check the results until the moment of writing these lines confirm that
according to them are in line with what happened in the case studies and what believe that
happening in general in Greek wildfire management and how it can be improved.
Regarding the narrative review, the use of grey literature, and the official document analysis,
there was no comprehensive method of acquiring the relevant literature as search engines
were used but without a systematic usage and categorization of the keywords and the
literature. Furthermore, there was no assessment of the methodological quality of the studies
that have been used or weighting of the validity of the studies for using their conclusions and
arguments. For those reasons, it is evident that the results of this research can be biased by
the researcher’s subjectivity and the unknown quality and competencies of the literature
examined. This may be a concern for the validity of the thesis and limits its reproducibility.
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Results I
In this chapter, there will be a presentation of the main stakeholders involved in the Greek
wildfire management, as that was a prerequisite for the identification of the people that were
needed to be interviewed. Furthermore, this chapter is divided into two other sub-chapters,
where in the first one the research question 1 and 2 are addressed with the presentation of
the cases and general findings of Greek wildfire management. And in the second one, the third
research question is addressed the future options the wildfire management has in Greece
under the prism of the worsened situation due to the climate crisis.

Main Actors Presentation
A selection of the major actors involved in wildfire management in Greece has been carried
out. The selection is based on the current legal framework in Greece and the European Union’s
current implemented mechanisms regarding natural disasters, and on scientific literature that
strongly suggests the involvement of citizens as a major stakeholder in the wildfire
management. The actors have been categorized into three different categories: European
Union actors, state actors and non-state actors respectively.

Figure 6 A representation of the actors involved in Greek wildfire management and their categorisation

European Union actors
Under the Lisbon treaty and article 222, the solidarity clause was introduced which states that
civil protection is a shared competence between the Member States and the Commission
(TFEU article 222, 2007). This means that risk management and responses to natural disasters
such as wildfires became a formal policy area that involves multiple Directorates-General (DG)
and sectors and at the same time, they are a responsibility of the Member States themselves
but also European Union’s (C. Morsut, 2014). However, the main DG that is responsible for
wildfire management in member states is Directorate-General for European Civil Protection
and Humanitarian Aid Operations (DG-ECHO). Within DG ECHO two main mechanisms play a
significant role in wildfire management within the Union. European Mechanism of Civil
Protection and rescEU, namely.
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European Mechanism of Civil Protection (ECPM)
Since 2001 the main EU mechanism to respond to natural disasters is European Civil
Protection Mechanism. The mechanism was established just after the 9/11 terrorist attacks in
the USA, and it aims to “strengthen cooperation between the EU Member States and 6
Participating States on civil protection to improve prevention, preparedness and response to
disasters” (European Commission, 2022x). The main involvement of the mechanism in wildfire
management nowadays is the mobilization of help through Emergency Response
Coordination Center (ERCC) when a member state asks for it and the use of satellite maps
produced by the Copernicus Emergency Management Service. It is worth noting that after
rescEU introduction the resources for the aforementioned help and the deployment of those
are the responsibility of rescEU.
RescEU
rescEU was introduced in 2019 and basically, it is integrated into the ECPM as an extra
mechanism for a better and more effective response to natural disasters. According to the
commission “rescEU establishes a new European reserve of resources (the ‘rescEU reserve’)
which includes a fleet of firefighting planes and helicopters, medical evacuation planes, as well
as a stockpile of medical items and field hospitals that can respond to health emergencies.”
(European commission 2022xx). Furthermore, according to the same rescEU “strengthens
European preparedness for disasters” and “supporting prevention and preparedness
activities” (2022xx). It is worth noting that last August when also the Vilia incident happened,
rescEU manpower and resources were deployed in an unprecedented number in Greece
(European Commission - Press release 8/8/2021) and certainly helped in the restriction of the
wildfire incidents across Greece.

State actors
Article 24 of the Greek constitution stated that:
“The protection of the natural and cultural environment constitutes a duty of the State and a
right of every person. The State is bound to adopt special preventive or repressive measures
for the preservation of the environment in the context of the principle of sustainable
development. Matters pertaining to the protection of forests and forest expanses, in general,
shall be regulated by law.” (Hellenic parliament, 2008)
Therefore, the protection of the natural environment and consequently wildfire management
are constitutionally the responsibility of the state that needs to provide the legal and
operational framework for that and at the same time a constitutional right of every person.
That legal and operational framework, unfortunately as will be discussed extensively below
within the chapter is a vast and complex framework that involves more than 40 different
institutions, and services. In this part of the thesis, there is no intention of the presentation of
every one of those services or institutions. But the intention remains to present the major
state actors that involve in wildfire management.
Firefighting Departments
First and foremost, the most important actor in wildfire management is the fire brigade and
the local firefighting departments across the country. In 1998 with the law 2612/1998 (ΦΕΚ
112 A’) fire brigade is responsible for forest firefighting. It is worth noting that until then,
forest services were responsible for forest firefighting and the fire brigade was responsible for
urban firefighting and had an only auxiliary role in wildfires. Therefore, the main actor during
the response phase is the fire brigade which has also the responsibility of coordinating all
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other actors in the area during the incident. It is worth noting lastly that the fire brigade has
a semi-military internal organization and is part administratively of the Ministry of Climate
Crisis and Civil Protection after the establishment of that ministry, last September. Until then
the political responsibility of the fire brigade was part of the duties of the minister of citizen
protection.
Forest Services
An almost equally important actor is the local Forest Services. With a series of laws and
presidential decrees starting from the previous mentioned 2612/1998 and with the last one,
the presidential decree 132/2017 the directorate-general of forests and forest environment
is responsible for the prevention and mainly for the restoration phase of the wildfire
management. The local bureaus of the directorate-general of forests and forests environment
are forest services and administratively are part of the Ministry of Environment and Energy.
Also, it is worth noting that until the end of the 2000s’ forest services were part of the ministry
of Agriculture. Lastly, it is important to state that during the last 10-15 years the forest services
across the country lost a large part of their resources both material and human.
Ministry of Climate Crisis and Civil Protection
After last summer's devastating wildfires New Democracy’s government decided to introduce
a new ministry. The Ministry of the Climate Crisis and Civil Protection became reality with the
presidential decree 70/2021 (ΦΕΚ 161 Α’). The new ministry had the purpose of coordinating
better civil protection and became the administrative branch of the fire brigade and General
Secretariat of Civil Protection which until then were part of the ministry of citizen protection.
GSCP is a very important actor in the wildfire management as it is responsible for the
mobilization and coordination of all the state actors at the moment an incident occurs (law
3013/2002(ΦΕΚ 102 Α’)). Furthermore, GSCP has the responsibility to involve and ask for help
from the ECPM and to produce wildfire risk maps and notices during the fire season. Lastly, it
is also the secretariat responsible for the volunteer group records, and the volunteer
involvement framework and has the legal capacity to issue evacuation orders during a natural
disaster (law 4636/2019 (ΦΕΚ 169 Α'))
Ministry of Environment and Energy
The Ministry of Environment and Energy is mainly implicated through the forest services’
involvement in the wildfire management. But through the law 998/1979 (ΦΕΚ 289 Α’) the
ministry has the legal option to issue an emergency situation regime in an area either after a
wildfire or before and bypass the other services/institutions procedures in order to implement
construction and other projects either for the prevention or the restoration of an area.
Municipalities
Municipalities have the responsibility of mobilising their resources in a possible incident in
their region that will be provided to the coordination of the region (Goldammer report).
Furthermore, the mayor can also legally issue evacuation orders by law 3013/2002. In
practice, municipalities have a larger role also in prevention and restoration, too. As the main
clearing and prevention projects whenever they become reality become with their resources
in communication with the local forest services. Furthermore, municipalities are responsible
to inform the local citizens of the guidelines of GSCP and the wildfire risk maps. Lastly, some
municipalities also have compensation schemes for their citizens in a natural disaster event
as will be discussed also in the Gerania case.
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Regions
After the “Kallikratis” law (3852/2010 (ΦΕΚ 87 Α’)) Greece has been divided into 13 regions.
The regional governments in case of a wildfire in their region have the responsibility to
mobilize all their resources and coordinate them with GSCP and the fire brigade. Furthermore,
just like the municipalities in practice execute a lot of the prevention and restoration projects
with their resources in communication with forest services.

Non-state actors
From scientific and grey literature (e.g., Goldammer, 2006; WWF, 2019) the importance of the
non-state actors in the wildfire management is becoming evident. The most important
involvement of course is one of the volunteers’ groups and secondly the involvement of
citizens. Other non-state actors are also can be involved like NGOs (e.g., the red cross)but in
Greek wildfire management NGOs are not playing so significant role as the two other
categories.
Volunteers
Greece has a very large network of firefighting volunteer teams (WWF,2019). According to
Goldammer report, there are three distinguished categories of volunteers. The ones that are
part of the GSCP records and are considering civil protection personnel of the municipalities.
The volunteers of the fire brigade and lastly the volunteer groups that are not having any
relationship to the other two categories.
The first volunteer category mainly is quite organized and trained and is a very powerful “tool”
for Greek wildfire management. But a very important problem is that those teams are largely
part of the suppression phase and are not involved virtually not at all in the prevention and
restoration phases. The second category is a very peculiar category of volunteerism. Those
volunteers are highly trained and effective in wildfires as they are part basically of the local
fire department. But at the same time, they are not officially and legally fire brigadiers which
means they are not getting paid or have insurance as fire brigadiers. The reality is that the
incentive for them to be volunteers in the fire brigade is the acquiring of credits for future
state hirings. Lastly, the third category is mainly citizen groups that are either not yet part of
the GSCP records or formed the group due to a wildfire that happened in their region and
want to help in any way they can. Most of the time that the last sub-category becomes
problematic and dangerous during the incident as will be discussed further below
Citizens
The last actor that needs to be discussed is local citizens. Local citizens are not officially
responsible for anything during an event or before but as the literature suggests (Goldammer,
2006; Jakes, P., Kruger, L., Monroe, M., Nelson, K., & Sturtevant, V., 2007.) and the interviews
showed, they are a very important actor. In all three phases and especially in prevention. As
the effectiveness of the wildfire management is highly dependent on risk management, the
citizens’ education and awareness are crucial. Furthermore, their cooperation with authorities
which will be discussed extensively below is really important, especially during the repression
phase.

The case studies
Here, in the first sub-section of this chapter the case studies and the findings for the situation,
procedures, and lessons learned from the case studies will be presented. The categorization
of the findings follows the logic of the research questions and is categorized as findings for
the cooperation, perceived legitimacy, and accountability. The sub-section ends with general
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findings regarding the involvement of rescEU. The case studies are presented in chronological
order.

Kineta
As mentioned briefly in the Introduction, the Kineta wildfire started on the morning of 23 July
2018. More than 60.000 square kilometres of forest burned according to the local municipality
(Κασσίμη Α. in Καθημερινή, 2018). A total evacuation of the village took place, and more than
100 properties were lost during the fire incident. Kineta is on the opposite side of the Gerania
mountain and a partly Natura 2000 network area.
According to respondent D, the “fire started with good conditions but after an hour an
unprecedented westerly wind began in a state of a storm over the Beaufort scale. ‘’ The same
is verified by respondent F who believes that the climate conditions were unprecedented and
that mainly even if everything had been done perfectly, again the wildfire would be equally
devastating. That day ended up in a national tragedy as the overwhelmed Greek firefighting
forces and the fragmentation that happened with fire brigade manpower led to the Mati
incident where a relatively small wildfire but with proximity to villages lead to 108 deaths
(Σουλιώτης Γ. in Καθημερινή, 2019).
Cooperation

Chaos, poor coordination, and fragmentation of forces
One of the main lessons that can be drawn from the Kineta incident was the poor coordination
of the fire brigade during the time of the fire. This can be attributed to factors like the
unprecedented scale of the wildfire, and the stress that is produced by those phenomena but
also, according to respondents there were systemic misjudgments and failures of the fire
brigade system.
For the first factor, all the actors involved mentioned that no one could predict the scale of
this wildfire and the on-field adaptation in those circumstances is de facto difficult. As
respondent A portrays when asked, how the cooperation with authorities on that front was,
the situation was really difficult:
‘’We could not find them [the authorities]. I did not find them, it is no
coincidence, that, I have pictures of the mayor with 20 meters of fire tongues
behind him. Yes, that is, suddenly you are on the old national road, there in
Kineta, everything is on fine and within 10 minutes it has come down to you
[the fire]. Chaos’’
Furthermore, as also mentioned before the biggest tragedy regarding wildfires in modern
Greece’s history took place in Mati. Furthermore, as respondent J mentioned there were so
many fronts that day, that in the end there were multiple orders to go to different fronts that
after minutes were recalled. He is portraying a situation where at first, they started to go to
Kineta front, then got a signal to go to Mati, and at the end, they stayed at Hymettus, which
was their base because there was another front in close proximity. Therefore, in a situation
like this, panic and chaos erupt even in the most trained ones. But in this particular fire, there
were also misjudgments and oversights about the coordination. Respondent K mentioned that
the fire brigade had gathered the main part of their forces after some point only in the north
part to protect the Gerania area and therefore that misbalance of power let the fire burn the
settlement by the sea.
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Furthermore, respondent D was praising the brigadiers, the GSCP forces, and volunteers at
the site but he mentioned that at this point, he at least had not the best picture regarding the
coordinating center of the fire brigade. Furthermore, regarding the coordinating center
respondent J mentioned that after the fire there were multiple complaints by citizens that
when they were trying to reach the center by phone to report that the fire was closer and
closer to their properties, either their calls were not answered, or the treatment of their calls
was poor and sometimes rude. The same respondent also mentioned that at some points
citizens would lead firefighting trucks to specific locations to stop the fire there without proper
plan or coordination but quite coincidentally. Lastly, several respondents said that all the
volunteer groups that were active that day mentioned that there was a great problem with
the wireless frequencies of the fire brigade and the answer they were (not) getting from those
frequencies (respondents J, L, and N)

The role of forest service
As will be depicted more vividly also in the general findings, during the prevention and
restoration phases the role of forest service is essential. In this particular case, respondent D
mentioned that there were significant delays and stopping of clearings projects within the
forest by the forest service. He also pointed out as one main problem the absence of capable
fire-breaking zones which was closely related to those delays and stopped of clearings projects
by the forest service. Local volunteers also mentioned that forest service in this area is quite
time-consuming and bureaucratic and that cooperation between the fire brigade, volunteers,
and forest service is quite poor (respondents K, L, and N). 1
Perceived Legitimacy

Forest service and prevention
As mentioned above the role of forest service is quite essential during the prevention phase.
It seems that apart from the problematic cooperation with other actors there is also a
problematic situation regarding how legitimate this forest service is perceived by other actors.
More specifically, it seems that in the end either by incompetence or lack of resources
everyone agrees that there was not proper forest fuel management in the area of Kineta. This
has specific implications both in the perceived legitimacy of the forest service but also in the
cooperation and ultimately in trust in that service.
Furthermore, regarding fuel management respondent F mentioned that in the past DEI, the
national electric grid company, had specific contracts with specialists that in accordance with
the forest services cleared out the vegetation around pillars of the electrical grid in remote
places like ravines and other similar locations. This has stopped during the years of economic
crisis and if theoretically, it is something that still exists in Kineta, definitely the vegetation
around the pillars was not cleared out. Furthermore, as also mentioned fire-breaking zones
and roads were largely inaccessible or even simply do not exist (respondents, D, and F). The
accessibility of forest roads again is a responsibility of the forest service and mainly that as
coming under the bar of the standards imposed by the legal framework regarding the
prevention of wildfires.
Furthermore, respondent N mentioned that by law, citizens that have cottages in that area
and generally within the forest proximity are obliged to have water tanks and pumps that can
work with diesel and not only electricity. But in the Kineta case, there were multiple occasions
It is worth noting that during this research the author tried to reach out to a representative of
the forest service of the area for a possible interview and the representative was not only
strongly unwilling to participate in such an interview but also denied in a very unkind way.
1
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that there were pumps that were ineffective due to their capability of working only with
electricity. It is worth mentioning here that citizens’ behaviours in the area are controversial.
It is not related directly to this particular wildfire, but all the respondents of the area
mentioned examples of very risky behaviours of citizens during fire season like organizing BBQ
joints with a signal 4 by GSCP (which means that initiating a fire for any reason is strictly
prohibited in the area). It cannot be said that those behaviours played a role in the incident
but can be said that there is a problematic relationship between the citizens of the area and
their willingness to oblige with laws and cooperating with institutions.
This problematic relationship of citizens with authorities in the area brings us to the two main
issues regarding legitimacy in the area. The first is the chaotic landscape planning of the area.
Landscape planning is quite problematic all over Greece but in this specific area in the last 20
years there have been three different landscape plans and in the last decade there is great
controversy regarding the registration of properties in the national record of properties in that
particular area. It appears that there are no contracts at all in some of the cases. Monasteries
sometimes try to register properties with contracts from the Ottoman Empire era and in other
cases, there is registration of properties with different land use than the landscape plan
predicts for the area (respondents D, L, and N). All this chaotic situation produces a mistrust
between state institutions and citizens that can be mirrored in the mistrust between
authorities in wildfire incidents and citizens. More specifically the municipality that is cocompetent with the region for the production of these records faces problems of legitimacy
and authority in the eyes of other actors in the area (respondent D). But it also produces
another risk, more important for the operational scale of the wildfire management, that it is
the absence of detailed updated maps for the area (respondent J).

The evacuation order
Another thing that needs to be discussed, is the mayor’s order of evacuation for the Kineta
and all the surrounding settlements. For respondent D this is the most important lesson
learned from the Kineta wildfire: the foresight of the mayor for the development of the
wildfire and his decision to order the evacuation. The implication of the evacuation orders will
be discussed further later in the general finding part but needs to be noted that this decision
got highly praised at the time and still is regarded as lifesaving, mainly because of the
comparison with the no evacuation order of the same afternoon at the Mati region in the
wildfire tragedy with 103 deaths.
It needs to be mentioned that at that point the legal framework was given the responsibility
for the evacuation order to the mayor of the region. After that day there was a lot of public
debate that ended up in changing the framework and with law 4268/2019 the responsibility
is now part of the GSCP responsibilities which sends messages on the phones with the
evacuation order. The implications that can be discussed at that point are nevertheless that
apart from the evacuation order, the evacuation needs proper planning before the
implementation. Respondent B mentioned that sometimes evacuations could be much more
dangerous than staying in the area. Respondents D, L and N admitted that there was no proper
planning for the evacuation of the area but in the end, the brigadiers, the volunteers, the
police, and the army managed to evacuate everyone. Therefore, in this case, the evacuation
order by the result was lifesaving, but at the same time was badly executed and without
proper planning, questioning the overall legitimacy of that decision.

Restoration projects
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As already discussed, the bureaucratic organization and the inactiveness of Greek state
authorities, in general, bring big delays in restoration projects. To give a very representative
example, just after the Kineta wildfire Greek the Red Cross approached the municipality of
Megara to donate an aquifer. The donation was made but for the purchase of the aquifer, the
municipality had the obligation legally to start a tendering procedure. At this point, the fourth
fire season after the Kineta wildfire is in place and the aquifer is not yet part of the
municipality fleet as still there are objections by the bidders that lost the tendering procedure
(respondent D).
Furthermore, as there is a great complication with the national properties’ records in the area,
compensations are still not paid or even calculated for many of the citizens. Most importantly,
the main issues was the delays in the soil restoration projects and the poor execution of
those that had been made. One-and-a-half year after the wildfire there was a big flood in the
area that happened mainly because the logs that have been placed in a specific location in
the forest to withhold the water from the mountain, ended up washing off and blocking the
streams and exit of the water to the sea, leading the main water volume in the settlement
(respondents D, K, L and N). This led to another round of heated debate among local actors
and accusations of the responsibility of those in charge of restoration projects. This in turn
results in mistrust by the local actors mainly towards the forest service and the regional
department of the ministry of the environment, undermining, even more, their legitimacy in
their eyes.
Accountability

What happened with the report on the wildfire?
Just some months after the tragedy a series of articles and reports came up in the press that
suggested that the fire department had finally published the “report on the causes of the
wildfire.” However, today no one knows if such a report even exists. There is no official
publication of it or an official recall of the first one. The claimed to be, a report on the causes
of wildfires as presented in the news articles suggested back then that the main cause was a
fire in a DEI column in an unapproachable ravine.
This is a major transparency issue and also an issue that fuels, even more, the mistrust of the
citizens towards the authorities. As respondents L and N point out, they believe the report
existed and stated the facts accurately , but it is then withheld for compensations reasons.
There is a great issue in Greece regarding the causes of fire. The problem of “unknown
causes.” About half of the wildfire incidents in the country are reported as started from
“unknown causes.” Besides the transparency and accountability issues that this entails, this
lack of knowledge about the causes also represents a scientific problem. A scientific problem
in assessing the causes of wildfires, that in the end brings more difficulties in learning from
mistakes of the past and advance the effectiveness of wildfire management.
Coming back to the specific incident, multiple actors and respondents in the region, produced
several theories on why this report was never made publicly available and remained in “a
drawer of someone in the fire brigade and it never came out” (respondent L). It is not worth
mentioning the theories because there are opinions and cannot be backed by any official or
actual report, article or statement. But it is worth noting that the absence of transparency
here and the consequent lack of holding accountable those that led to the causes of the fire
fueled those theories and behaviours of mistrust between actors, citizens and state
authorities in the region. Lastly, it is also worth noting that no one yet has been held
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accountable also for the bad design of restoration projects that caused the flood mentioned
in the section above.

The press conference on the Kineta wildfire
For the first time, and so far, last until now, two weeks after the incident the fire brigade and
the then responsible ministry of interior held a press conference for accredited journalists to
present what happened during the incident.
The press conference was very thorough and detailed, providing for the first time satellite
images from the new at the time Copernicus satellite program. Also, there was a USB stick
provided to accredited journalists with a great variety of data from the suppression phase of
the wildfire. A press conference like this could be really helpful in every similar incident to
minimize the trust gap between the actors involved and between authorities and citizens, and
significantly boost the transparency around the wildfire incidents. A similar press conference
with all the accompanying release of data was never made again after that from the fire
brigade. To conclude, respondent A (who was at that press conference) believes that this
disclosure of information happened only because that information conclude that the fire
brigade did what was possible to do and that there were no human casualties. It was an
attempt to polish a bit the fire brigade image after the tragedy at Mati.
Table 3 Brief summary of the findings in Kineta case

Cooperation

Perceived
legitimacy

Accountability

Actors involved
Fire brigade, GSCP
forces, volunteers
local municipalities
Forest service and
local municipality
Forest service and
every other actor
that
needs
to
cooperate
with
them
Municipality and
citizens
Ministry
of
Environment,
forest
services,
municipality
Fire brigade, state
government, local
actors

Practice/ issue
Chaos, bad coordination, and difficult
circumstances
Role of forest service in various preventive
and restorative projects
Delays, bad coordination, and bureaucracy
that diminish its legitimacy

The evacuation order and how became
reality
Bad execution of the restoration projects

The situation with the report on the causes
of the fire diminishes
transparency

Fire
brigade, Fire brigades’
accredited
explaining the
journalists, citizens incident

press conference in
situation during the

Gerania
The incident of the Gerania mountain wildfire started on the evening of 19 May 2021 and last
until at least 23 of May. Six villages and two Orthodox Christian monasteries were evacuated;
the fire burned more than 55 square kilometres of pine forests and agricultural land
(Protothema,2021a). According to Avgi newspaper roughly 54% of the forests were burned
down (Αυγή, 2021). In the Gerania mountain incident, the aerial interventions were too
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difficult according to the head of the fire department (Protothema, 2021b), and Greece did
not apply to RescEU for aerial help, but they asked for on foot firefighters and volunteers came
on foot firefighting (Protothema, 2021b).
For respondent E, the main persistent problem with the area is the risk of a wildfire due to the
vegetation. It is a mountain with plenty of Pinus Halepensis trees, notorious for their
flammability. But at the same time, the area also has a lot of vineyards that can be an obstacle
for the fire according to respondent D . Respondent E believes that this particular site will be
always susceptible to wildfire, and prevention measures de facto will not be effective as the
risk is too high due to the vegetation.
Having said the above, here this sub-sector will present the important situations that need to
be addressed by the wildfire of Gerania and the main lessons learned drawn from this
incident.
Cooperation

Cooperation, coordination, resources and local brigadiers
As discussed already above the conditions in the area were really difficult, the wildfire started
from an inaccessible place and the fire brigade was not in an alarm status as the full fire season
had not started yet. At the same time, respondent J mentioned that local fire brigadiers’
responding times was really good, but they heavily lack equipment and tools. The
effectiveness of local brigadiers is highly praised also by respondent D as they were the only
ones that has a clear image of the place. They had knowledge of the forest roads and their
quick/short responding times helped a lot in the situation. This knowledge was crucial
regarding the coordination of other brigadiers from other parts of Attica and the volunteers.
Maps of the area were practically useless, most of the time.
As we are discussing the absence of proper mapping of the area and coordination it is
important to note an incident in which three vehicles were trapped and the crews were
threatened by the fire. Respondent J noted:
“ I found myself with the driver in a field in which we were stranded, we were
choked a little by the smoke but OK. We started by going to the incident,
which we know were target points, but there was no way to approach that
point because it was blocked from some other house, maybe which was offplan [city plan], or it was closed by the incident itself.“
This lack of proper mapping as also, proper coordination and cooperation are sometimes as
described leading to dangerous situations for actors involved in the incident. In the Gerania
fire, most of the actors pictured a chaotic situation where the coordination center of the fire
brigade generally failed to coordinate the efforts of the ground forces (respondents D, E, J and
N ). On the other hand, Canadair pilots described their coordination with brighter colours in
comparison to the Vilia incident that will be discussed further below, and they are pointing
out as an important lesson the need that “the leading commander to be in the helicopter in
the air” (respondents G and H).
During the interviews there was large disagreement and different described realities between
different actors in the incident and more importantly between the two municipalities that are
involved in the area, namely Megara and Corinth. The actors that were interviewed and are
located in Megara described disorganization in the part of Corinth and poor cooperation and
planning in that part (respondents L and N) and actors from the other part described a better
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situation with good cooperation between actors of the two municipalities except maybe the
part of compensations (respondent E).
Lastly, the forest service’s cooperation is an important issue that needs to be addressed.
Respondent E mentions the difference in philosophy with the Corinth Forest Service that
sometimes presents obstacles in cooperation with the municipality regarding prevention and
restoration, without being more specific on the essence of this “philosophy difference.” Also,
respondent K believes that the coordination was problematic. Especially, he mentions that
during the suppression of the fire forest service was adamant in not allowing last-minute
clearings and cutting down trees for the creation of emergency fire breaking zones. The same
opinion is shared by respondent F about the forest services of the area during the suppression.
This respondent also mentioned that, in general, the fire brigade cannot cooperate with the
forest service in harmony, which results in an almost totally absence of wildfire prevention in
the area. This point is further elaborated below.
Perceived Legitimacy

Prevention of the wildfires
Regarding this particular incident, the Gerania wildfire, the views of local respondents about
wildfire prevention were a bit divergent. Everyone, from municipality officials in both
municipalities to volunteers and sources of the fire brigade painted an image of total absence
of prevention measures, but at the same time, the competencies, the responsibilities and
generally the ‘’who does what’’ was not clear in their responses. For instance, respondent D
accused the forest service for the absence of fire breaking zones in the area and that the
service in the region does not let the municipality to open the forest roads and do clearings.
Local volunteers accused the municipality of the total absence of a prevention measures plan
(respondents L and N).
As already discussed, the main prevention responsibilities in the current legal framework are
in the hands of regional and local forest services. Also, as discussed above in Gerania, the high
risk that the current vegetation and absence of forest fuel management pose to the area. Or
more broadly as respondent J put it: ” Anyone who has gone for a walk in these areas, can
understand that there is no planning in the part of prevention,” referring to the lack of
removal of flammable vegetation. The responsibility of the forest services of the area is clearly
not met, according to respondents, diminishing the service legitimacy in the eyes of the other
actors.
Furthermore, another preventive measure that was and possibly still is absent in the area as
mentioned above in the Cooperation sub-section, is the absence of detailed and updated
maps. For instance, respondent F mentioned that “it is impossible to do proper firefighting [in
Gerania] without the water supply network mapped.” Mapping and maps update is a
responsibility of the “Geographical Service of the Greek Army.” However, no one of the local
actors, except for the fire brigade sources, was aware of the fact that this service has the
responsibility for having updated maps to be provided in the fire brigade. Some respondents
accused the city planning services of the municipalities, others accused the forest services,
and others the fire brigade, of the absence (or inaccuracy) of crucial maps. Discussion of this
topic during the interviews led to an overall situation of mistrust, accusations and complaints.
The complicated mismanagement of the Gerania forest produces even more high risks of large
wildfire incidents and in terms of how the actors involved in the region perceived other actors’
legitimacy of actions overcomplicates things and produces wrong impressions. All that blurry
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understanding of the responsibilities lead to accusations and counter-accusations that
decreased the legitimacy of actors in the eyes of other actors. This ultimately erodes trust,
which complicates cooperation.

Citizens, (mis)trust in local authorities and poor coordination
As mentioned before, the fire started in the evening in the Corinth municipality and reached
the Megara municipality late at night. Respondent D mentioned that around 4 o’clock in the
morning, during the emergency STO (the coordinating body of the state actors), just like in the
Kineta incident, the mayor ordered the evacuation of nearby settlements and some
monasteries in the area. The legal framework used as the basis for evacuations during this fire
was different from the Kineta legal framework. After 2019, the law stipulates that apart from
the mayor, also General Secretariat of Civil Protection can give orders of evacuation. GSCP did
not act in ordering evacuation during this fire, but the mayor did it. In comparison with Kineta,
the plan for the evacuation was far better and respondent D mentioned that the use of
municipalities busses and the organized evacuation of the settlement and the monasteries
were successful because the actors involved had the Kineta experience, and they were ready
for a similar incident.
Respondent D portrays a picture of a perfect evacuation of all the citizens affected by the fire.
However, other respondents, like respondents A, J and N that were in the area paint another
picture, echoed by a plethora of social media posts. A picture that the larger part of citizens
evacuated successfully but also another part of citizens, mainly younger people that defied
the evacuation orders and stayed to battle the fire around their properties. Thankfully in that
incident, this defiance of evacuation orders was vindicated by the result but apart from the
obvious danger, this also portrayed another problem in the area and generally in Greece.
Respondent A believes that this defiance was “fueled a little by a lack of confidence; [the
citizens] neither trust the media nor the institutions.”
Furthermore, the trust issue from citizens towards authorities can be attributed also to the
low education level of the citizens regarding wildfires, but also the lack of modern tools and
resources as alternatives to risky behaviours. For instance, in Gerania wildfire according to
articles that quoting fire brigade sources the fire started when someone in the Schinos area
[south-eastern part of the Gerania mountain ] attempted to burn dry grass and crop residues.
As respondent E mentioned:
‘’ If we adopt that scenario [of how the fire started], the real problem is not
the risky behaviour itself, but that we need to provide alternatives for that
man. To give him a destroyer. To give a subsidy to get a destroyer and not
burn them [the crop residues]. Because there are some practices that have
been going on for years, but the risk is now different and we have to adapt
better, so yes, for me the alternatives at the local level to the local economy
are important’’
Therefore, as respondent E mentioned there is a need for alternatives in the local economy
to modernize tools and bypass risky behaviours. A central campaign that accompanied the
very much needed training in wildfire incidents could boost the perceived legitimacy of state
actors or local authorities in the eyes of citizens and make the wildfire management more
effective. That could lead to better compliance with advice and orders and ultimately to the
effectiveness of the wildfire management at the local level.

Central Government and local authorities
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In Greece and generally in southern Europe the start of the fire season traditionally and legally
is on the 1st of May, which means that the fire department and the accompanied services are
in a state of high alarm for wildfire incidents. The fire season lasts until the end of October. All
the preparations for the prevention and the preparedness of the mechanism, therefore, have
to be made before the 1st of May or at least to be scheduled to be in place around the 1st of
May. During the incident of Gerania in May 2021 there was a lot of controversy about the
relatively small fleet of the aerial equipment. Local actors especially accused GSCP and in
general the government for the absence of aerial support. That came up to be true as the
GSCP admitted that the renting of extra aerial support that every year becoming part of the
fleet will be in Greece on the 1st of June (Respondent D).
That timeframe of why renting aerial equipment that is crucial for fire suppression begins a
month after the start of the fire season is nowhere officially written. In a statement about the
incident on the 23rd of May the then General Secretary of Civil Protection noted that:’’ The
last 15 years based on the European planning of 120 days the renting aerial support that we
have every year [in the Greek fleet] becoming part of the fleet from 25th of May to 10-15th of
June to be here until the end of September’’ (iefimerida, 2021). The author was unable to
verify where that timeframe is officially written and needs to be said that that incident made
local authorities furious at the time, and produced sentiments of mistrust and betrayal of local
actors that diminished state authorities’ legitimacy (respondent D, L and N)
On the other hand, a very interesting initiative from the new ministry of the climate crisis and
civil protection took place after the fire in that area. When respondent D was asked in the
interview if he believes that this new ministry will be helpful in the near future, he mentioned
with great eagerness this initiative and its effectiveness. That initiative was a double exercise
for floods in the area of the Gerania wildfire on the 15th of October. The first part was an
exercise in Megara town hall on paper regarding the planning of a possible disaster, and the
second one was a simulation in the field. The exercise mobilized all the relevant actors of the
area and in an inclusive way planned and exercise the scenario of a devastating flood towards
the settlement of Alepohori due to extensive rain and soil erosion because of the wildfire
(respondents D, L and N). The interesting fact is that the exercise in the end was a massive
help to the actual flood that happened 20 days after the exercise in the same exact location.
As respondent D mentioned ‘’ everyone was ready and, in their places, we had the grader and
the ground forces ready, and we dealt with the flood extremely well’’. It seems therefore that
exercises, tools, and a more general focus on the local communities from the general
government part can refurbish that problematic relationship between local actors and the
state. And more importantly, these exercises help to have actual results in the wildfire
management and civil protection.

The bauxite mines, the air turbines, and the rumours
The lack of information and of citizens’ education produced a toxic environment of constant
rumours and theories about the causes of the wildfires and the actions of the key actors. In
the Gerania case the local newspaper and social media largely linked the wildfire with the plan
for Bauxite mines in the area (Η Αλκυόν, 2021) This plan has been withheld the past years due
to environmental concerns and due to citizens’ demonstrations against it. Furthermore,
another common myth that has been circulating for years in the public sphere is that
whenever a wildfire starts, after a couple of years air turbines are erected in the affected site,
suggesting that the fires are part of a plan to clear the forests in favor of erect air turbines in
those areas. . That myth applies also to some of the respondents’ opinions on the causes of
the fire in Gerania (respondent L)
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The theories and rumours that are fueled by the non-transparent regime that exists in the
information about the causes of the wildfire that will be extensively discussed below and in
General Findings and also by the general mistrust in the institutions that exist in Greece
undermine institutions and services legitimacy in the eyes of citizens. But even more
significantly also influences actors that involve more actively in the wildfire management like
volunteers for instance. The Bauxite mine theory was part of every respondent’s mindset from
the local volunteering groups. Respondent F, even if he is not supporting the theory, believes
that some aspects of the theory have a legitimate base. All that influence of the theory it is
safe to say that in the end becomes a big issue in the relationships between the actors. And
mainly the non-state and state actors involved in the Gerania case and consequently an issue
regarding the perceived legitimacy of the actors from their co-actors.

Compensations
A significant part of the restoration phase is also the compensation to people that were
affected by the wildfire. Respondent E mentioned that the compensations are coming in two
ways. First, there is the compensation of properties, crops and ‘’material’’ possessions that
comes from the ministry of environment. Second, there is a small allowance as compensation
from the municipality, regarding the psychological and societal effects of the incident. That
second one at least in the Corinth area as respondent E noted was in the citizens banking
accounts within a month. And that happened, because the municipality made the autopsies
just a week after the wildfire incident and more importantly the responsible officer of the
municipality bypassed the traditional procedures and guide the citizens on how to apply for
the allowance. That practice of coming closer to citizens, bypassing procedures, and helping
them battle with the bureaucracy, boosting trust in local authorities and augmenting their
legitimacy in their eyes.
On the other hand, the compensation for the crops and the properties is another different
story. The agriculture association of Megara mentioned in a statement in a local newspaper
that:
‘’ The resin cultivators of the area received the compensations immediately and for the rest
of the farmers and producers, the compensations are not in their bank account yet.
Furthermore, we have been informed that compensations for all the other productions of the
area (olive trees, viticulture, grains) will come after three years from the destruction caused
by the wildfire’’ (West Attica Today, 2022)
The delay and the different rate of compensating the local producers undermines greatly the
authority of the ministry in the eyes of local actors. More importantly, this fuels up sentiments
of mistrusts against other members of local societies by creating trade blocks that are treated
differently by the ministry.
Accountability

Availability and Quality of information
During the incident, there was a plethora of posts, photos and videos on the social media of
local citizens from the area of the incident. However, there was no official information from
the fire brigade communication center to the citizens, who were really eager to know what
was happening to the area where they have plantations, properties etc. Respondent A
mentioned that this plethora of information that is not from official sources and cannot be
verified led to frustration in the community and “glorification of people that were on the fire
for the selfies and the post” (respondent A).
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The unregulated flow of information is also a common thing in many cases of wildfires but in
that particular incident, it was a big blow also in the accountability, as the local citizens
develop a very abstract image of the fire and pointed fingers at the local fire department chief,
dragged from that unregulated flow of social media posts, photos etc. (respondent A). For
him, therefore, the problematic coordination of the ground forces and the communication
center that was mentioned earlier led to the absence of official information and in the end a
heavy blow to accountability and the trust between citizens and local authorities.

Urgency vs Transparency in the restoration phase
Another important issue that needs to be addressed is the procedures of the restoration.
Those procedures are very time consuming if everything goes according to the legal
framework. Or because of the urgency that needs to be done sometimes pose transparency
issues on how the funds are allocating if the ministry decide to bypass the establishment legal
framework. Respondent C mentioned that:
“Within 15 days, the Forest Service of Corinth had the study of the whole project ready. The
study provided for 1.7 million euros. The 1.1 million euros had to be drawn by the forest
service under the current legislation from an electronic international tender. This is a very
heavy process, transparent but very heavy. Then it will get into the examination process for
the rest and so on and it would take a very long time for the tendering process to be finished.
And until the money comes along. It can take one and two years. […] So even though people
had the studies ready, they know the job, we are waiting for the money and the usual
procedure had to be bypassed”
We come again as in Kineta in the complex issue of strict timeframes and transparency
procedures. it seems again that there is no legal framework that can have logical timeframes
and procedures but also to be transparent. Greek legislators over the past years failed to find
a happy medium between transparency and the little time that some decisions must be made
for the forest services, mainly projects. That failure and the strict timeframes due to the
situation (e.g., there is a need for soil restoration as soon as possible most of the time to avoid
floods in the winter) in the end most of the times leading to bypassing the procedures by
governmental authorities. For instance, in this case, the minister of the environment decides
on the 15 of September after almost 4 months after the incident to bypass the procedure,
circumvent the tendering procedure and go to direct assignments for the projects
(Respondent C). Also, a practice that is not ideal at all in terms of transparency and
accountable funding allocation.
On the other hand, it is also worth mentioning that the first phase of the soil restoration
projects in the area finished as these lines were written on the 13th of April, almost a year
after the incident. Delays were spotted by local actors and mentioned, specifically, by
respondents L and N during the interviews. Gerania restoration can be described as highly
problematic, and it was a mere chance that the area avoided catastrophic floods during the
winter. And on the same time mostly due to the problematic legislative framework if someone
responsible strive for transparency will delay the projects or if strives for the urgency will
hammer the transparency.
Table 4 Brief summary of the findings in Gerania case

Actors involved

Practice/issue
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Cooperation

Perceived legitimacy

Accountability

Fire brigade
actors

and local Coordination
and
effectiveness
of
local
brigadiers
Forest
services
and Bad
cooperation
and
municipality
differences in philosophy
Forest services, army, fire Lack of prevention and
brigade and local actors
especially proper mapping
that leads to a series of
misunderstandings
and
mismanagement of the
forest
Citizens and local actors
Mistrust
and
poor
coordination between the
co-competent
municipalities
Local actors and central Mismanagement of the
government
aircrafts
Local actors
Rumours and conspiracy
theories that enhance
complexity and mistrust
Citizens,
municipalities, Delays and bureaucracy
and central government
regarding compensations
Fire brigade
Availability of reports and
data
Ministry
of
the Transparent procedures
environment,
forest that need time vs urgency
services and municipalities on the restoration projects

Vilia
Vilia wildfire broke out on Monday the 16th in an area that a week before witnessed another
smaller wildfire (Souliotis in Kathimerini, 2021). The incident was the last big wildfire of the
summer of 2021, when in a 4-week period fires erupted everywhere in Greece and volunteers
from other member states were basically stationed in Greece to work on multiple fronts
(Sullivan H, 2021). A state of emergency was declared in west Attica during the Vilia incident.
An evacuation order was executed in the afternoon of that day which was largely disobeyed
by citizens (Efsyn. gr, 2021). Even self-organized firefighting teams were made up during these
wildfires by the same citizens who were supposed to evacuate the area. The fire burned
almost 80.000 square kilometres of forest and ravaged the area at least until the 24th of
August (Τα Νέα Team, 2021). Ashes from the burned wood were raining even in the capital
almost 45 kilometres away for a week.
The Vilia wildfire witnessed the largest involvement of international help in Greece in recent
years. At that moment, rescEU and international help took unpresented proportions all over
the Mediterranean. The Commissioner for Crisis Management Janez Lenarčič said: "We are
mobilizing one of Europe's biggest ever common firefighting operations as multiple fires affect
several countries simultaneously.”(European Commission, 2021d) At the same time, “In
Greece alone, 9 planes, close to 1,000 firefighters and 200 vehicles are currently being
deployed.” ” (2021d)
The following sub-section will provide an analysis of the wildfire of Vilia and the main lessons
learned drawn from this incident.
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Cooperation
There is a need to start again the cooperation part by stating that most of the respondents
talked about an unprecedented phenomenon that even when everything in the human power
would be done, probably it is not enough. Respondent K talked about unprecedented winds
and respondent F talked about the great thermal load which did not let the fire to be withheld
on its own.
Regarding coordination of forces on the ground, the respondents believed that the level of
the coordination was acceptable. The only issue where some disagreement was evident
among respondents, was the choice of concentrating the main power of the fire brigade
around the Vilia settlement and letting other parts of the forest be burned. That made some
volunteers in some other spots to fill helpless (respondent K), but on the other hand, the main
settlement of the area was saved. So, we cannot speak about bad coordination or
fragmentation of forces as the fire brigade could argue that this was the only way to save
something at least under those conditions (respondent F).
The main point that needs to be discussed regarding cooperation is the role of the volunteers
and the citizens of the area. The evacuation orders were largely disobeyed by the citizens of
the area and they stayed there to help in the fire suppression. This was a controversial issue
in the interviews with actors of the region. If we start from the citizen’s point of view before
the fire, respondent F mentions that most of the houses in the area did not make the proper
arrangements for the prevention of fire (e.g. clearings of crop residues) but at the same time
did not entirely blame them, as he pointed out that: “ We have laws for that [citizens
prevention] and the citizens are obliged to do that, but it is difficult for someone who lives for
instance in Athens to go to a village where he inherited a field from a relative or even a house”.
The abandoning of those settlements around the forests is a problem of the Mediterranean
countryside in general and will be discussed further in the general findings, but it seems that
played a role in that case study too.
The main issue regarding the problematic cooperation of the citizens with the other actors
involved in the incident was in the suppression phase. The disobedience was accompanied by
the will to go to the fire to help. But as they were unprepared and untrained, their involvement
sometimes caused problems, according to some of the respondents (respondents F, J and N).
For instance, respondent N mentioned that “we saw people with a t-shirt and open shoes to
come to the fire, that apart from dangerous make the trained people, me, a volunteer to focus
on that guy and how to not let him come close to the fire, [instead of focusing on] the
suppression of the fire.” On the other hand, respondent K believes that their help was really
significant around the Vilia settlement, while respondent M mentioned that the enthusiasm
of those relatively young citizens was a very powerful tool regarding that incident.
Lastly, volunteer groups themselves (respondents J, M and N) say that regarding their forces
the cooperation and coordination could be better. There are no specific examples of that poor
coordination from the respondents, but the three of them believe that they could engage
better with the wildfire, especially on the first day. Respondent N believes that the cumulative
tiredness of the previous wildfires in Evia and Varympompi last August made the volunteer
teams but also generally every actor in the suppression phase to phase significant difficulties
in Vilia. Difficulties regarding the coordination, cooperation with other volunteer teams and
performance.
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Perceived Legitimacy
In this sub section the main findings regarding perceived legitimacy in the Vilia case will be
present. Those according to the analysis of the interviews mainly was three. First, the absence
of prevention, secondly the significant delays and bureaucracy around the volunteer
framework and lastly the disobedience in evacuation orders by the citizens in the area.

No prevention again and the Pateras team case
It is safe at this point to say that we can observe a trend that prevention measures are largely
absent in most forests in Greece. Respondent F was quite critical regarding the forest roads in
Vilia and pointed fingers at the local forest service. Respondent M mentioned that probably
there are enough forest roads and planning from past years, but their maintenance is entirely
absent. This situation again brings to the forefront the forests services that are ineffective in
their role and their legitimacy is highly undermined in the eyes of other actors due to that.
Another issue that affects legitimacy is the story of the main volunteer group in the region,
the “Pateras” group. That group, even if it is relatively very active regarding Greek standards
with more than 80 members, is not registered in the General Secretariat of Civil Protection
records. The group gathered all the proper paperwork and when it tried to make the official
application for the entry to the records back in 2019, GSCP replied that they have to wait as a
new law would enter into force that would change the procedures. The new law was
established (Law 2680/2019) but still, the Patera group cannot gain entry to the records due
to delays from the local GSCP office. All that situation diminishes GSCP’s legitimacy in the eyes
of vital local volunteering groups. More importantly, makes the only active volunteering team
of the region to be semi-recognized by the state actors, diminishing their legitimacy and
sometimes “parking” and not use the 80 trained volunteers of the team, just because the
bureaucracy failed to recognize them as a volunteer team.

The evacuation orders
The last point that needs to be addressed regarding the legitimacy perceptions of actors
engaged in the Vilia case is the relatively high disobedience in the evacuation orders. As
discussed in the Gerania case at this point the authority to give an evacuation order has the
local mayor but also the GSCP and by extent the government. Last August, became almost
common practice for GSCP to send evacuation orders to every major or possibly major
incident by the 112 number. After a certain point also in Evia and Varympompi, two other
main wildfire incidents of last August the citizens in the region disobeyed those orders and
stayed in the area to protect their properties. According to most of the actors in the area that
happened here too, especially from the youth of the settlements (respondent M).
Respondent F mentioned that this particular practice became so common that summer due
to the Mati tragedy and the fear of the government of a possible tragedy. That is an opinion
that the government itself believes as notoriously the current prime minister of Greece K.
Mitsotakis replied to opposition questions about the wildfires on the 25th of August 2021 in
the parliament as such: “ now we are counting burned hectares, in Mati, we were counting
coffins” (ethnos. gr, 2021)
It is not the intention of that research to judge that evacuation strategy and also no one of the
actors was against generally the evacuation measures. But judging from the result in that
particular case the over-usage of that tool the last August and the already mentioned
relatively problematic relationship between the citizens and authorities diminished the
legitimacy of those orders to the point of large disobedience. Eventually, and happily that
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disobedience did not have any casualties and respondent M mentioned that probably this
disobedience saved lots of properties in the area. So, as a result, again the citizens who stayed
behind were vindicated. This vindication also has implications for the legitimacy of similar
evacuation orders in the future and the extent to the obedience of those.
Accountability

Where is the report?
Until the time of this thesis, there were no official causes reported for the last August fire that
at least is known to the author or also known to actors that are involved in wildfire
management in the area (respondents J, K and M). Theories on how the fire started could
obscure the actual causes and, even worse, could lead to sentiments of distrust between
actors in the area. For instance, respondent M believes that the wildfire initially was in place
to be withheld but the delay in the deployment of the firefighting force and the decision to
deploy the force to save the two main settlements let the wildfire develop its destructive force
uncontrollably towards the forests and lesser settlements. That theory still cannot be assessed
as there is no official report on how the fire started and the accompanying accountability for
that development is on the shoulder of the fire department chief and his decisions cannot be
assessed either.
rescEU involvement
The Vilia wildfire could potentially be the wildfire that encompasses the greater involvement
of rescEU and international help deployment in a wildfire in Greece. Below this involvement
will be discussed, as also the two main problematic incidents, regarding this involvement.
More specifically the incidents with the two Russian airplanes leased by the mechanism to
help in the wildfire.
At the time of the Vilia fire neither in Greece nor from rescEU official records that the author
was able to find state the exact number of foreign help, but we can suspect that the main
number of the forces that presented earlier was still there (respondent F and M).
Furthermore, the use of Copernicus satellite system that mentioning in the rescEU statement
and was also mentioned in the Kineta case is in use by Greek authorities, but the data is
inaccessible to the public and most of the time unknown that even exists by local authorities
(respondents D, E and F)
Furthermore, the cooperation between rescEU and Greek authorities in the DG-ECHO
correspondence answer to that question was described as satisfying. DG-ECHO finds that:
“There is a good degree of interoperability with the relevant institutions both
ahead of a deployment and during the actual missions. In fact, there is overall
a very good working relationship, characterized by mutual respect and trust.’’
(DG-ECHO correspondence)
That good relationship is verified also generally by the sources of the fire department but at
the same time, those sources and other local actors believe that in practice, the foreign teams
operating as their own in the area that they are responsible for, and Greek teams as their own
in their responsibility’s areas (respondents B, F and M). For instance, respondent K mentioned
that during the 5 days after the suppression of the wildfire, the rescEU crews were responsible
for the patrols that needed to be done for possible fire revivals, and at the same time Greek
crews were operating in different sectors and possible operations.
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Therefore, we can assume that in the phase of coordinating forces before the actual
involvement in the incident rescEU teams and Greek authorities can work together
harmonically. On the time of the incident on the other hand, the situation is a bit different, as
the teams involvement is not on the same front most of the times. They mostly co-exists and
not cooperate according to Greek respondents. Lastly, it is worth mentioning that actors of
the area that are outside of the fire brigade noted that they were very impressed by the level
of discipline and coordination of the rescEU crews as also the level of the resources and tools
they had (e.g., Polish drones and Slovakian remote water tanks)(respondents D, K, M and N)

Ilyushin II-76 and Berief incidents
Lastly, regarding foreign help in the Vilia incident, two issues with the Russian-made airplanes,
Ilyushin and Berief, will be mentioned. These airplanes were part of the international help and
at the time were rented by the GSCP through the European civil protection mechanism
funding.
First, the Ilyushin Il-76 aircraft, which is capable of carrying more than 40 tons of water, was
involved in a very dangerous situation with Greek Canadairs in the area. As first, broadcasted
in the on the 17th of August(The toc.gr, 2021) the plane made its appearance in the area before
the Canadair fleet evacuated the area, which is a prerequisite for it to operate due to the large
size of that plane. That incident portrayed a very big issue in the coordination center that
potentially also was quite dangerous for the Canadair fleet in the area. Respondent G
mentioned that sometimes someone simply cannot avoid problems as there is a link person
between the foreign fleets and the coordination center and not direct contact. The absence
of common exercises between the fleets increases this coordinating problem.
The Ilyushin Il-76 incident made its appearance in the public sphere from a leaked recording
that the journalist V. Lampropoulos somehow acquired and presented on the mega channel
news on the 17th of August(2021). That recording was a Canadair fleet operator in
communication with the coordination center that was describing the situation and saying that
will file a “report of danger” as soon as he landed. That report is not accessible to the public
but at the same time, that leakage fueled a debate in the public sphere about the use of that
plane and the coordination within the coordination center, undermining fire brigades’
authority and image in the public sphere. Apart from that, we can also identify a transparency
issue as still all the information flow is coming from journalistic research and not from official
sources, that in the end also not officially respond. Again, also we encounter the “personal
relationships” leaks, that we encounter also in Kineta and Gerania cases with the disclosure
of information to the public. .
The second incident with the other Russian plane was a little bit more complex and had
political implications. On Monday, the 16th the Beriev did not operate in any front in the Attica
region where it was stationed. Neither in Vilia, can be verified by the present actors
(respondents D, G, H, K, M and N). The next day Avgi, the main newspaper of the opposition
party of SYRIZA published an article that was portraying a situation where the Berief lending
agreement had expired and that the ministry of civilian protection, the then responsible for
that agreement hindered renewing it.
That article fuelled a debate in the Greek parliament that lasted almost for a week where the
government denied that accusation and the opposition pushed for answers. To this day no
one really has a specific answer on if that article was true or if something else happened. This
incident illustrates the veil that sometimes obscures the data that are needed for the analysis
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and assessment of the decisions that are taken or not in Greece’s wildfire management, even
when the European mechanism of civil protection is involved. Lastly, this incident also shows
the large political polarisation surrounding wildfire management in Greece.
Table 5 Brief summary of the findings in Vilia case

Cooperation

Perceived Legitimacy

Accountability
rescEU involvement

Actors involved
Practice/ issue
Citizens, fire brigade, GSCP Disobedience
to
and volunteers
evacuation orders and will
to help by the citizens that
produced issues
Volunteers and fire brigade Bad coordination and
choice of the fire brigade to
protect only the main
settlement in the area
Forest services
No prevention projects
GSCP volunteers
Bureaucracy and delays in
GSCP’s volunteers records
GSCP and citizens
Almost total disobedience
in evacuation orders
Fire brigade
Absence of the report on
the causes of the wildfire
rescEU operators, fire Good coordination and
brigade, volunteers and planning bad not “active”
GSCP
cooperation in the field.
GSCP, rescEU operators
Issues with the Russian
aircraft that were leased
through the mechanism
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Results II
General findings for the Greek wildfire management
In this sub-chapter, the focus shifts to the general remarks that need to be mentioned
regarding the situation of wildfire management in Greece. Those observations are coming
from the narrative review, the official documents analysis and the interviews that have been
made. The categorization remains the same as before on the three focused concepts of this
thesis and furthermore, as rescEU is another big focus of the research there is the fourth
category with the Greek perspective on the involvement of rescEU.

Cooperation
Too many actors involved and the ineffectiveness of coordination
WWF bureaus in the Mediterranean stated in their report in 2019 that in Greece: “The civil
protection system does not deliver against objectives of coordination and civil mobilization.
(WWF, 2019 p19)”. To this day there is no national scientific coordinating body for the policy
planning and wildfire management which can be linked with the practice of the management
(Goldammer report, 2019). As shown in the analysis above, there are too many actors involved
in the wildfire management. It is worth noting for instance that there are 45 co-competent
bodies, agencies and actors in general as depicted in the Goldammer report(2019).
Furthermore, from law 2612/1998, the Forest Service of the region has the responsibility of
the coordination of those 45 for the prevention phase. But Forest Services cannot act as
coordinator as the clause of the article 100 of the law 4249/2014 that re-configures the
previously mentioned law (Goldammer report, 2019; respondent F) is not yet ratified by the
supreme court. The situation regarding the fire suppression is not better as there, by the legal
framework, 17 bodies that are part of 6 ministries have to coordinate to act in 11 different
competencies (Goldammer report, 2019). Furthermore, for the restoration or the phase after
the wildfire in general there is no exact legal framework on who is responsible for every
different action. Mainly there, the main institution that is involved is again the ministry of
Environment and Energy with its forest services (Goldammer report, 2019).
If we want to dig deeper than the actual problematic legal framework and discuss what
happens in reality the situation maybe even worse. As respondent C mentioned:
“Cooperation is not effective, mainly because each institution makes its own
plan. There are no common forest fire prevention plans, at the local level. For
example, there are 3 parallel procedures that are running, one is that of the
fire brigade, the fire brigade that is responsible for the suppression. The other
is the regional organizations, which are legally involved but with ambivalent
results. And the third structure is the forest service which is responsible for
the process of prevention. Let us say that these three parallel flows do not
necessarily meet because institutionally they are not obliged to do so. ”
Apart from this quote and the issues regarding the coordination and cooperation that seems
to exist, it seems that according to the Goldammer report all this fragmentation of
responsibilities creates guilds and service blocks that do not want to share their knowledge or
competencies with others (Goldammer report, 2019). Furthermore, there is no willingness
most of the time between the bodies to cooperate and more importantly there is no
willingness from the fire brigade but also from the forest services to work together. This is
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depicted in the Vilia incident quite vividly and was depicted in the Goldammer report from
2019, too.

Therefore, in the end, cooperation and coordination are something that depend largely on
the willingness of the involved actors, as the legal framework, the resources and standards
are not specifically designed and explained to every actor involved This brings trust between
actors and personal relationships to the forefront. For instance, we can draw from respondent
A responses on how local media get information. He mentioned that most of the time those
are in the form of a leak and only if the source has a personal relationship with the specific
journalist. More generally the results of this research can be summarized in a quote from
respondent C:
“There is no institutional obligation, let's say, to work together and have a
common plan [the actors involved]. Many things are left to the [personal]
relationship and how much there is a climate of mutual understanding and
trust between them.”

The role of Forest Services
The obvious boosting of suppression in comparison to prevention over the last decades has
detrimental effects on Forest Services. To be fair this imbalance in resources is a panMediterranean practice (respondent C) but in Greece, this represents an important risk. The
significant axing of the practical competencies of forest services in comparison to the
theoretical (by the law ) competencies of those services.
In 2019 the Goldammer report had identified that the funding of regional forest services is
extremely low. For instance, the common average funding is between 20.000 to 30.000 euros
for every 50.000 hectares every year (Goldammer report,2019). Therefore, this underfunding
of forest services led the past decade to both the augmentation of forest fuel in Greek forests,
and also to a lot of coordinating and cooperation problems involving forest services. It is worth
noting that from the recent statements in Ethnos newspaper of Mr. Fragkiskakis, president of
the Panhellenic Union of state foresters, the last appointments of staff in forest services has
been done in 2001 (Λιλιοπούλου Μ.,2022). Furthermore, in addition to the overall complex
competencies and responsibilities framework, last September after the devastating wildfires
of last summer, the Ministry of Environment announced that the foresters that are part of the
region’s administration will be transferred in the forest services of the ministry. According to
Mr. Fragkiskakis, this was seen at the time as a very hopeful plan that satisfied those foresters
as they believe that they would be much more useful in the forest services(Λιλιοπούλου
Μ.,2022). The problem is that until the moment that these lines are written and the moment
that the Ethnos article was published, just 15 days before the start of the fire season the
common ministry decision (KYA) that would make official that announcement is not ready yet
It is observed in all three examined cases that all involved actors that were interviewed
pointed out the problematic cooperation with the forest services. Furthermore, the forest
services of the affected areas were unavailable for the purposes of research and unwilling to
answer calls and emails from the author of this thesis. We must consider for example that
respondent F mentioned that in his experience forest services are generally absent from STOs
(the local coordinating bodies during fire season).
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The unwillingness to cooperate can be justified by two specific problematic situations that
exist in Greece. First is the resources and under-funding problem. Secondly, even if there is
funding, there is a problem with payments and coordination regarding the prevention and
restoration projects that need to be done(Goldammer report,2019; respondent C). Those
problems are related largely to the bureaucratic internal organization of those services. This
sometimes as respondent C mentioned leads to “Allocating fairly large sums of direct
contracting [by other actors] and for cleaning works and so on, without consulting the forest
service.” Sometimes, this can be even funny if it was not tragic when the ministry of
environment allocates funds for restoration projects without the consultation of the local
forests services that are agencies of the same ministry as was happened last year in Gerania
(respondent C). Here it is important to note the term “direct contracting” that the respondent
C use. The main bureaucratic problem is that legally Forest Services have a problem in
allocating funds as they are obliged to follow tendering procedures that can last too many
months with the accompanied objections (respondent C).
An important theme identified in the analysis of the interviews is the anachronistic legal
framework under which Forest Services are operating (respondents B, F, L and M). That
framework depicting also in the Goldammer report where it is noted that the: “ The distorted
perception of excessive protection or repression in the management of the problem [meaning
wildfires here] leads to the paradox of large wildfires.”(2019, p. 82). That framework
undermines the capability of the forest service to cooperate with other actors as they have an
entirely different philosophy and framework of actions. Especially, that happening with the
most important actor that the forest service needs to cooperate with, the fire brigade
(respondents B and F)
So, to summarize the main general problems regarding cooperation in Greece are the largely
ambiguous and complex legal framework which involves too many actors, the absence of a
central scientific coordinating body in all three phases and the role of the forest services in
the pre-phase and in post-phase which are largely incapable to act as a coordinating agency
even if legally and practically they should have this role.

Perceived Legitimacy
No planning and uncertainty about roles and responsibilities
As already depicted in the coordination part above and largely discussed in all three case
studies the absence of a specific national strategy for forest management and wildfire
management is essential. That absence of such a national strategy is also producing
uncertainty regarding the competencies, the roles and the responsibilities of all involved
actors (Goldammer report,2019). That uncertainty produces legitimacy problems as some
actors are accused of lack of effectiveness from other actors but in sectors that do not have
any responsibility. During the interviews, this phenomenon was quite evident regarding the
prevention projects and the accusations against the municipalities (who legally have nothing
to do with restoration projects) by mainly the volunteering teams.
Furthermore, municipalities actors like respondents D and E were asking the regional
government, also for more involvement in the prevention and during the preparedness
phase. But again, the regional’s government competencies in that are quite not specified.
Amid all that difficult legal and governing situation last year’s climate conditions and the
conditions that are anticipated for the future of the climate crisis era, make that situation even
more difficult and complex. For instance, respondent F mentioned that the fragmentation of
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fire brigade manpower and the problems in coordination last year can be explained by the
harsh conditions of last summer. He believes that with last summer’s conditions even if there
were clearer roles and responsibilities again there will be large problems. But on the other
hand, that does not necessarily explain the situation for the other stakeholders and local
players. Apart from the absence of a specific national strategy, there are great problems also
with the local strategies and plans.
WWF from 2019 had highlighted the absence of local plans for protection against wildfires.
The reality here is that there is the “Iolaos plan” of GSCP which is a general plan with guidelines
that need to be specialized in every municipality. This specification of those guidelines either
has been done but never tested in practice (respondent J) or even has not been made at all in
other municipalities until the start of that research, like Megara(respondent D). Furthermore,
it is essential to mention that even where this specified Iolaos plan exists has not become
common knowledge for every stakeholder in the region (respondents J and E). So again, there
is no clear view for every actor on what other actors roles and responsibilities are. Therefore,
that uncertainty in roles and responsibilities can become a big issue for the perceived
legitimacy of actors for the other involved actors. A problem that depicts at all the levels of
government from national to local.

Climate crisis
Ιf we discuss the essential planning about climate change the problem of no planning that in
the end undermines actors’ legitimacy becomes even more large and complex. The answers
from the interviews on planning about climate crisis conditions either were abstract or were
in the general direction of “no we don’t do anything” or answered in general about adaptation
in Climate Crisis that are unrelated to forest management or wildfire management.
Furthermore, as respondents B, C and J point out climate crisis sometimes is coming up as an
excuse for the ineffectiveness of the management of a wildfire incident.
“We cannot blame the climate crisis for everything, to explain everything
from the climate crisis, because scientifically we do not have the data to link,
or to relate everything to the climate crisis, that is, to say just to rationalize it.
When we talk about an area of one hundred hectares. Or when we talk about
a period of a week, we cannot say that whatever happens within a week and
at 100 hectares it is more intense because it has been affected by the climate
crisis, it can be more intense because we have not cleaned anything up and
we have not prepared anything and we make mistakes and we have wrong
attitudes and wrong behaviours as citizens either before the fire season or at
the stage of prevention, or during the fire season when a forest fire threatens
us.’’ (Respondent B)
The above quote from respondent B depicts the problem of climate crisis framing that also it
is essential in Greek wildfire management. Climate change very often becomes an excuse for
not doing enough in the wildfire management. From the national level to the local. Therefore,
as the natural tragedies and the risk of wildfires augmented the last decade and will augment
more, climate crisis framing is getting highly polarizing in the political spectrum. This is
depicting also sometimes in the opposition press either in 2018 incidents with the previous
government or last summer incidents with this one. That polarized framing of the Climate
Crisis becoming a problem in the actual planning for the climate crisis conditions and the
accompanying civil’ protection or adaptation projects. That framing could undermine on the
one hand those projects because some actors could have seen them as an excuse for not doing
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other actors their jobs effectively but on the other hand that also could be true as respondent
B pointed out.

Risk management
Furthermore, it is quite important to note that apart from the general planning and strategy
that it is absent the risk management is also largely absent. Respondent B mentioned that
regarding risk management there are steps that have been taken in the last few years, but
WWF pointed out that still the evaluation of fire risk areas has not been renewed since the
’80s (WWF, 2019). Furthermore, the Goldammer report notes that the concept of risk
management in the forest-urban zones is entirely absent and more importantly there is a large
blockage of scientific knowledge, new technologies and innovation in the wildfire
management. All this absence of a risk management framework that is scientific, robust and
modern and the accompanied hesitancy of using modern tools for that and undermines the
effectiveness of the wildfire management but also undermines the legitimacy of the fire
brigade and forests services mainly to the other actors as they are the main services
responsible for that.

Volunteers’ framework
One of the key issues that affect the perceived legitimacy of actors and the cooperation
between them is the role of volunteering teams. The Goldammer report (2019) generally
praises the number of volunteering teams in Greece and the teams it is believed to be the
manpower needed most of the time to balance the scale against the vast personnel
deficiencies. But at the same time, the volunteer legal framework is chaotic and ineffective.
Furthermore, it seems that the funding of those teams either is part of their municipality’s
administration goodwill, with various differences among Greece in resources or they are
entirely dependent on donations from networks institutions, businesses etc. (Goldamer
report, 2019; respondent J) Lastly, apart from the volunteering groups in Greece, there is also
the “regime” of the fire brigade volunteers where there are individuals that getting training
from the fire brigade, but they are not getting any equipment or insurance when they operate
as part of the fire brigade (Goldammer report,2019).
That chaotic legal and institutional framework regarding the volunteers produces a lot of
issues in their cooperation with other actors and their legitimacy in other actors’ eyes. As
respondent C mentioned:
“The issue with the volunteers is that since 2002 when the volunteering
system was set up with 3013 law. 3013/2002 has never worked. Two other
laws have passed since then, 4269 and 4642 and another draft law. 4662 is
the current legal framework, which is predicted how it will work, the new
[GSCP’s]register, the certified training of volunteers, their insurance, and their
physical involvement. So that they can work in an organised system of
volunteering. So far it has not worked at all. The clauses of these laws have
never been activated. In practice, the volunteering system is currently on the
automatic pilot. Everyone is doing what they want, as they please, in
consultation with the local commanders.”
Furthermore, respondent C mentioned that if we need to evaluate volunteers’ involvement,
the framework they operate, their legitimacy and so on the main problem becomes the GSCP’s
records as there are teams that are not in those and even if they act in the field, they are not
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officially part of the mechanism. Furthermore, a lot of actors and even from the volunteering
teams mention that sometimes the training and the actions of some volunteers are quite
controversial. respondent j for instance believes that there is no serious training at all to
Iolaos, plan in each municipality volunteering teams and respondent F believes that as “there
is no serious control framework for volunteers and that there are voluntary groups that work
completely upside down of how they should.” Apart from that as we mentioned before
respondents E and L believe that these differences in funding and resources among the
municipalities produce teams that are capable of doing more than others and teams that are
relative without serious capabilities.
To conclude about this problematic framework that undermines on the one hand volunteer
groups’ legitimacy and cripples their capabilities and on the other hand, also produces more
difficulties in the cooperation with other actors, it is worth mentioning what respondent B
believes is the only way possible for the volunteers future :
‘’A serious evaluation of the volunteers is needed, not in order to drive them
out of the area, but in order to make them safer, more effective and help
them to support the mechanism, to contribute in their own way so that
ultimately, we are not as a state only effective, but in the end efficient, too.’’
Maybe that is the only way for boosting volunteers’ legitimacy in other actors’ eyes and
eventually boost cooperation too.

Low local personnel training
Another big issue that was depicted through the interviews and is also mentioned in the
Goldammer report and WWF Mediterranean bureaus report is the low professional and
certified training of the local actors. That problem is evident in every actor involved in the
wildfire management but must be mentioned that it is significantly less within the fire brigade.
That low training produces even more problems in the effectiveness of the wildfire
management but also it is a significant issue regarding again how the actors judge or are
capable of judging other actors’ legitimacy.

Citizen’s awareness, education, and training
In all three cases and mostly around the disobedience of evacuations order the limited
citizens’ awareness, education and problematic behaviour of citizens was evident. On the one
hand, every actor believes that citizens’ awareness of reducing the wildfire risk and behave
accordingly in a wildfire incident is limited. But at the same time, most of them point out that
there is also a problem in citizens’ education about that, that explain somehow those
behaviours. WWF pointed out that there is “No national campaign for fire protection with the
cooperation of all competent authorities.” (WWF, p.19). Furthermore, respondent B noted
that:
“The citizens have not been sensitized to forest fire issues and have not been
educated accordingly. An important role of the school, but it is particularly
difficult even to organize a simple briefing in schools by voluntary groups. due
to bureaucracy. Citizens who try to help on their own often create more
problems. The integration of forest fire education in schools is necessary.”
That bureaucratic obstacles that were mentioned for instance by the volunteers’ teams like
respondent N in promoting wildfire awareness and citizens’ education are essential in the end
for their capabilities in acting in a wildfire incident but also to prevent one. The incidents with
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the disobedience of the evacuation order could have been avoided if on the one hand there
was better usage by the GSCP during last summer but also if the citizens’ education around
wildfires were better. And that is because they will have better trust in authorities and how
they will act during the incident. Apart from the obvious dangerous limited awareness
regarding wildfire management, the limited education and the lack of formal information
produce a toxic environment of rumours, leaks and theories that undermine other actors’
legitimacy in the public opinion and ultimately citizens trust to authorities in acting in an
incident effectively.

The information flow
As depicted in the last two cases mainly the information that is channelled in the end to
citizens’ ears is either fragmentary or unrealistic. That as respondent A mentioned is mainly
due to the absence of a coordinating center by the fire brigade to give information about the
incident and not involving in the coordination of the fire brigade manpower itself. That lack of
official information during the incident fuelled, even more, this toxic environment of theories
and rumours. In the end, at least in the first heated days, the picture of the wildfire incident
could be entirely different than the real one in the eyes of citizens, fueling even more
accusations against authorities or actors involved in the area and the accompanied
undermining legitimacy of those.

The politicization of wildfires and the political plays
Wildfires as Greece’s main natural disaster are a de facto arena of political controversy. This
is not only part of the Greek political system but is happening generally across the
Mediterranean. Also, the high politicization of wildfire management is not per se a bad thing.
As wildfire management can always be on the government agenda and the media to give the
proper attention. The problem is when that politicization becomes part of the overall toxic
environment that is going on in the public debate(respondent F). The absence of proper
citizens’ awareness and education regarding the wildfires and the problematic information
regime that exists can fuel toxic political debates (respondent A).
Lastly, there is an issue with political interventions in independent organizations like fire
brigade and forest services(Goldammer report, 2019). Political interventions are not
necessarily based on scientific facts as the Goldammer report (2019)notes and as respondent
F notes “many times the political leadership puts liked people in key positions [within the fire
brigade] and not necessarily the most deserving or with the greatest experience”(respondent
F). Those interventions also illegitimate even more government actions in the perception of
other stakeholders and diminish even more that already shattered trust in governmental
institutions.

Restoration projects and compensations
Restoration has two significant issues in Greece. Either problems of transparency or problems
of bad planning and execution of the restoration projects. Those projects can be
environmental restoration projects but also compensations. Respondent C mentioned that
the overuse of emergency situation status as also the new law that obscures GSCP funding
produces large transparency issues regarding restoration problems that in the end undermine
the actors involved in those projects’ legitimacy in other actors’ perception. Furthermore, the
very often bad planning and execution of those projects as in the Kineta case diminish even
more this perceived legitimacy of those projects. That also cannot be withheld only in the
spectrum of the projects. As mentioned in the Gerania case the different rates in
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compensation for different citizens blocks become a great issue regarding the perceived
legitimacy of the services that execute those compensation planning. That can become an
even greater problem if those blocks compare the effectiveness of mechanisms for
compensations like Loutraki-Perahora-ag. Theodoroi’s municipality (respondent E)

Accountability
Transparency influencing largely accountability. The main transparency issue within Greek
wildfire management that is depicted in those three cases and largely is also part of the
bibliography is the absence of reports regarding the causes of the fire and most of the time
easily accessible data. Furthermore, some actors also pointed out the political implication of
taking responsibility for the incidents and the accompanying disclosure of information due to
that (respondents F, L and N). Lastly, the third big issue that will be discussed below is the last
law that gives the authority to GSCP, now part of the new ministry of Climate Crisis and Civil
Protection, to withhold information for the budgeting of projects related to civil protection
and wildfire management.

The issue of “unknown causes”
As depicted in all three case studies the reports on the causes are either absent or becoming
part of speculations and rumours. WWF in a 2019 report on Mediterranean wildfires,
portrayed Greece as a country with great problems regarding the: “Insufficient analysis of
causes and motivations of fires, both nation-wide and locally. (WWF,2019 p.19).´´ For
respondents B and F there are two main reasons for that. Respondent B pointed out the
differences in data collection between different services and respondent F pointed out the
legal framework that needs witnesses in order to cement the findings for the causes and the
motivation of fires.
Regarding the first, the differences in standards regarding the different services and mainly
fire brigade and forest services are vividly present in the following image adaptation from the
Goldammer report

Figure 7 An image from the Goldammer report depicts the entirely different philosophy between forest
services(right) and fire brigade(left) in calculating even the area burned in different years. (Source: Goldammer
report)

That difference in data collection makes it very difficult to assess the incidents and who was
responsible for what and therefore to assess accountability. Respondent C mentioned that
apart from the differences in philosophy sometimes the data are collected in a way that will
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be suitable for the service that did the collection and not necessarily easy to be analysed from
other services.
As mentioned in the previous cases most actors and especially respondent B believe that a
criminalization of forest firefighting and the pushing for more legally binding responsibility
produces in the end a responsibility-phobia that undermines accountability. That can be linked
with respondent F’s mention of the need for witnesses to close and make an official report on
the causes and the motivation of the wildfire. He mentioned that it is easier to close a report
by using the phrase “unknown causes” when you do not have an eyewitness and even if every
other data from the incident suggest a possible cause. Lastly, as most of the incidents are
going immediately to justice either by direct procedures from the judge of the area or by sues
from the local citizens those reports and the procedure of identifying the causes become
extremely important. Respondent F mentioned that from the moment justice has intervene
the reports are part of the legal procedure, therefore, non-disclosure to others until the end
of the procedure, which could be very time-consuming. In order to give an example of the
time-consuming procedures sues from Ilia’s wildfire in 2007 are not closed until today
(respondents C and F). Furthermore, respondent F noted that there are law firms that are
actively phishing citizens and pushing for legal procedures in order to have gains from them.

Transparency issues in GSCP funding
During the first days of the interview procedure of the research, the Mediterranean Institute
of Investigative Journalism and WWF Greece published an article with the title: A Veil of
untransparent procedures by law in the management of the wildfire economics produces the
new law regarding “non-disclosure funds” in the GSCP budget after the February of 2020.(MIIJ
& WWF, 2022).
When respondent C asked about that, he mentioned that this was in his opinion the utmost
important issue regarding transparency and accountability and produces massive “black
holes” in the transparency procedures of wildfire management. For him also «it is absurd that
this is a matter of secrecy as military spending would be, for example [...] why to hide what
we are spending in matters of floods, fires and earthquakes?”(respondent C). For him, article
55 of the law 4662/2020 that gives the absolute authority to the government to not hold
accountable anyone about the secret funds can produce huge problems regarding the trust of
the citizens in the projects of GSCP. Furthermore, as GSCP can declare an area under an
emergency situation can also initiate projects that can bypass the tendering procedures(law
4662/2020) and are now founded by those secret funds producing conditions of unfair
competition between the involvement companies.
Furthermore that “veil of opacity” as respondent C called it around GSCP also becoming an
issue in the most ambitious project regarding the prevention of natural disasters. “AIGIS” is a
project funded by the European Investment bank and the recovery fund with 1.8 billion years
for the next 10 years, in order to promote the resilience of Greece and Cyprus in natural
disasters like floods, wildfires and earthquakes. When WWF Greece, Greenpeace office in
Greece and other environmental NGOs in Greece asked for the loan agreement with the
European Investment bank, the answer from GSCP was that they [the GSCP] were not obliged
by law to give the agreement and that they must inquiry the European Investment bank if they
wanted(respondent C). All that tradition of untransparent procedures with legal coverage by
the GSCP undermining the general accountability regarding wildfires.
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rescEU involvement
During this research, one of the main focuses was the role that the creation of rescEU played
in the development of cooperation, legitimacy and accountability in Greece. Apart from the
Greek perspective on that, the researcher hoped to have answers from a respondent within
the DG-ECHO. But that did not happen apart from a relatively small statement on five
questions through the European Commission inquiry system. Therefore, the results and the
accompanying discussion are heavily influenced by the Greek actor’s perspective on the role
of rescEU.
The original aim of rescEU is gradually to play a role in every phase of wildfire management
(European Commission, 2021c) but until this point, DG-ECHO and every other actor that was
part of the research agreed that rescEU playing at least until now a role only in the response
phase of the wildfire management. Furthermore, respondent B noted that rescEU or the
European Civil Protection Mechanism cannot really play an essential role in promoting
cooperation, legitimacy or accountability, especially during the difficult fire season. According
to him, it is more a national issue and rescEU can play only a supporting role in that. It is worth
noting here that Greece was hesitant to involve at first in rescEU. Greece became part of
rescEU contributing and asking for help actively in 2020 when rescEU started to exist in late
2018 (respondent F). That hesitancy may be explained further by the two main issues that
Greek actors believe they are facing regarding rescEU and generally with the foreign help. Due
to those two main reasons that will be further analysed below, this research concludes that
rescEU did not really influence cooperation, legitimacy and accountability whenever it was
involved according to the Greek actors’ perspective.
The first main issue regarding rescEU is the homogeneity of the mechanism according to
multiple respondents (respondents B,C,F, G,H). Respondent F believes that the differences in
extinguishing systems, the different equipment and the different soil and climatic conditions
are major issues regarding the cooperation of the rescEU with the local brigadiers.
Furthermore, he noted, that as we discussed in the previous cases the effectiveness of local
brigadiers who know the area is of utmost importance. Therefore, the problem of brigadiers
from other areas that are untrained in that area multiplied with brigadiers from other
countries. As very vividly noted: “GPS is not so important, it is not the roads there are much
more things you need to know in an area, you need to know the species of the trees, the soil
and people that live around’’. Of course, all those information cannot be accessible to foreign
help.
The second main issue is that apart from the differences that de facto the mechanism has,
there are difficulties in cooperation in practice, too. as depicted in Vilia, rescEU operators are
hesitant to involve the local brigadiers even in suppression. They respect their competencies
but are not exactly cooperating. As there are no common exercises or other actions that can
enhance repetitive action and trust (respondents B, F, G and H) mainly the rescEU operators
are extra manpower in the commands of the fire brigade. None of the respondents was
underestimate their help but at the same time portrayed an image of not active cooperation.
In terms of the aircrafts, the situation is a bit different as the foreign Canadairs are becoming
for instance part of the pack that do the shootings but again they just follow orders.
Respondents G and H on the other hand noted that for that this is de facto the maximum level
of cooperation as they need absolute coordination and only one commander can have the
responsibility for the plan of action. But still, rescEU operators are not part of the evaluation
procedure of the mission after the wildfire incident that happened within the squadron
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(respondents G and H). Lastly, rescEU has teams of experts in order to consult the member
states on a situation like a wildfire before the incidents or after but respondent F believes that
in those teams, Greece is a major contributor but does not receive so much contribution in
exchange. That can be explained as those teams being more technical advisory teams on fire
extinguishing related issues and not so much about the prevention or the
preparedness(respondent F).
Lastly, the Greek actors believe that the main contribution of rescEU is more technical rather
than organizational. They believe that the main contribution is the aircrafts during fire season.
The Greek suppression system is heavily dependent on aircrafts (Goldammer report, 2019).
At the same time, the Greek fleet of Canadairs even if it is relatively large for the area that
covers is also largely old and there is also a legal dispute between the Greek state and the
company that produces them, making the update of that fleet virtually impossible
(respondent F). Furthermore, WWF Greece points out that every hour of flight of a Canadair
the costs are around 10.000 euros, a great cost if you count how much they are in use during
fire season. So, with all that information in mind, it is logical that respondents B, F G and H
pointed out the importance of extra aircrafts and the sharing of their costs during operation
with rescEU.

The future options for the Greek wildfire management
To answer the third research question about the possible future options for the enhancement
of wildfire management in Greece, the categories of the previous chapter will still be present.
Therefore, the “recommendations” that have been drawn from the narrative review, the
official documents analysis, and the respondents in the interviews will be here grouped under
the general titles of cooperation, perceived legitimacy, and accountability. First, we start with
cooperation:

Cooperation
Regarding cooperation seems to be easy to sketch the proper steps that have been
acknowledged in the literature and interviews for the future. But first, there is a need to
distinct three categories of cooperation. The first is cooperation among “official” actors. Nonstate and state actors have the competencies to deal with wildfires. Secondly cooperation
between member states and the European Mechanism of Civil Protection and rescEU in recent
years. Thirdly, between citizens and the rest of the actors.
Furthermore, in order to enhance cooperation, we must again divide the actions into two
categories. First, those actions that are legally binding and the possible creation of a
framework that will enhance cooperation. Secondly, those “unofficial” actions that build trust,
like repetitive actions, exercises, etc.
Coordination of actors must be enhanced
As a first step and probably the most important one as depicted in the lessons learned chapter
there is a great need in improving coordination among all actors involved in the wildfire
management. This includes the actors acting in all three phases of the disaster management
cycle.

Homogeneity of the mechanism and creation of a central body
To achieve this better coordination one of the main things that need to be done is the
simplification the framework and minimising the number of different state and non-state
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agencies that can be involved in the wildfire management. As depicted within the Goldammer
report the absence of a national strategy for forest protection and management but also a
state agency to coordinate all the involved actors is one of the most important problems at
this point in Greece regarding wildfires). As respondent C pointed out “It needs a single
instrument, which will put all the actors down to plan together. It cannot be solved by a single
ministry alone, nor if one takes all the responsibilities on it.” (Respondent C). Therefore, the
creation of an overall agency that will produce a coherent framework for the coordination of
the stakeholders is the first step to a better future for wildfire management. This agency must
also produce national forest protection and management strategy that could enable scientific
tools in order to be even more descriptive regarding the eminent augmentation of wildfires
due to climate change and to enable as many actors as it can and coordinate them accordingly.
Those tools could be scenario analysis regarding forest fuel management and generally, forest
behaviour, a better foresight system for the wildfire risk than the already implement one, and
lastly a feedback system to assess in real-time the possible aspects of the strategy. That
deployment of scientific tools within the scope of a new coherent and robust national forests
strategy is of utmost importance for respondents B and F.
Furthermore, as this agency could be quite crucial for the coordination and therefore the
cooperation of actors there is a need to specify it even more. Since the last implementation
of a law framework that reorganized state affairs, Greece has been divided into 13 regions
(law 3582/2010). There is a need that this agency will have a specific regional bureau for better
assessments and more rational deployment of resources. In the Goldammer report also there
is a specific definition of the aim of wildfire management that must be part of the aim of this
new agency too. According to the Goldammer report, the aim of wildfire management should
be “the boost of the resilience of all factors that must be protected (society, economy,
environment) with the aim of minimizing [wildfire] impacts” (2019, p. 87)
Something that from the majority of the interviews and the literature can be ensured only if
the focus of wildfire management shifts from the repression of wildfire incidents to
prevention and even more specifically to risk management. That is why as mentioned before
a robust foresight system in order to predict the danger zones for the start of a wildfire must
be implemented. As mentioned in the previous part such a system exists but is not always
effective (respondent B). It needs to be mentioned that as respondent E mentioned, good
intelligence from this system could lead to decisions at the local level that minimizes a lot of
the potential danger of a wildfire (respondent E). But such a system would require a
continuous feedback system and re-design, as the environmental factors will be constantly
changing, especially in the climate crisis era as responded B pointed out.
Furthermore, the Goldammer report notes that Spain, Italy, Portugal, and France have a very
coherent and robust system of wildfire risk indicators adjusted to the local environment for
better coordination in all three phases of wildfire management. A similar system is not
established in Greece. Respondent B mentioned that there is progress in that but as there are
so many different agencies without common standards, the data collection has been quite
difficult (respondent B). And without proper data collection, it is really difficult to build those
risk indicators. This proposed agency will have this as a first priority after its potential
establishment. The creation of a system of wildfire risk indicators. Also, as this agency will
simplify the establishment framework of so many different actors will deal also, with the
problem of different data collection standards. This indicators system will be crucial for the
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establishment of the overall foresight system regarding the spatial and temporal danger zones
for the starting of a wildfire.

Effectiveness of the coordination
Another important problem regarding coordination as depicted in the previous part is the
effectiveness of the coordination. In the Goldammer report coordination is defined as not only
the assignment of competencies. As not only “who does what” but also “when it does it and
how it does it” (2019) There is great negligence regarding the pre-phase of the wildfire, in an
emergency, at the actual incident the coordination is becoming problematic, especially if we
consider the “when and how” and not only the actions. Therefore, another crucial step in
order to boost coordination effectiveness is to engage scientific resources to produce scenario
analysis and built different situations regarding coordination within a wildfire
incident(respondents B, G, and H). Those scenarios must include the specific environmental
factors of the Greek forest and become common knowledge among all actors involved. This
can be done by training actors with specific seminars, exercises, and simulations (respondent
B). Furthermore, this step should include a plan for enhancing citizens’ awareness and
providing knowledge of those scenarios according to their competencies. The aim of this
project should be the creation of a unified framework of decision-making across all involved
actors regarding the repression phase.
Enhance the role of forest services
Another big issue regarding cooperation is the role of forest services as depicted in the
previous part. Forest services in general either by lack of resources or by the problematic
untimely legal framework mostly do not cooperate with other players or even worse
“sabotage” sometimes with bureaucratic excuses, actions that must be done in all three
phases of wildfire management. Forest services are a very important part of wildfire
management as they have the responsibility of forest management. Furthermore, legally they
are the main Greek agency that deals with the prevention and mostly with the recovery phase
too. Therefore, the enhancement of forest services is crucial for the enhancement of
cooperation among actors but also generally for wildfire management.
Here two big steps must be done. First, there is a need for action at the European level. As the
Mediterranean bureaus of WWF pointed out there is a need for a European Forestry Policy
that is absent at the moment focusing on natural hazard reduction and climate change
adaptation (WWF, 2019). This European policy could boost local forest services by providing
both materialistic and non-materialistic resources, something that is crucial for Greek forest
services.
The other step that must be taken is at the national level. Apart from the need for more
economic resources channelled into forest services, there is a need for a reorientation of the
legal framework that which those services operate. But the creation of the new legal
framework must include as its main aim the reorganization of the services with the goal of
better forest management in the era of the climate crisis. This means that there is a need for
a great scientific effort in mapping the current situation, the challenges, and the possible
alternative futures of Greek forests. Lastly, again as the situation of forests rapidly changes in
the climate crisis era there is a need for a feedback system to constantly redesign the policies
and the actions (respondent B)
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Role of rescEU
Another thing that must be dealt in order to boost cooperation is the role of rescEU. As
depicted in the previous part mostly by the interviews of respondents B and F, there are great
issues in the homogeneity of the mechanism as there are different fire extinguisher systems,
and soil and climatic conditions among the member states. A possible recommendation in
order to battle this issue of homogeneity is the creation of two different sections of rescEU.
One for southern Europe and one for northern Europe. This as respondent F pointed out could
minimize the differences at least regarding environmental and climatic factors (respondent
F).
Furthermore, in the communication with the rescEU Asset Team, the Team pointed out that
before the summer season all member states and participating states have a meeting with
European Civil Protection Mechanism to go through all the procedures and in addition to that
there are regular table exercises that are open to all member states and participating states.
On the other hand, as depicted in the previous part there is not the same commitment from
all member states and there are no common real-world exercises for aerial or ground forces
(respondents F, G, and H). From those two we can state that even if rescEU is a good start
there are some very important steps to be made yet. There is a need for better member state
commitment and the creation of real-world exercises not only for the aerial but also for
ground forces in order to build repetitive actions, and trust and in the end to enhance
cooperation, as suggested in the theoretical framework. We emphasize here, the role of
exercises as it seems that apart from the literature, experience back in Greece points out that
they are very helpful at the local level (respondent D). Furthermore, common exercises and
simulation could be a very important tool that will help actors from different countries to build
trust with each other and consequently to cooperate better in emergencies like wildfires and
ultimately boost the homogeneity of rescEU.
Another important step regarding the role of rescEU should be its involvement in the
prevention, preparedness, and recovery phases. At this point, rescEU is absent from those
phases even if theoretically has the capacity and the willingness to be involved. One step that
could be made in the future is regarding economic resources and grants for the production of
new Canadairs or generally firefighting aircrafts which are a big economic burden for member
states and especially Greece as depicted in Goldammer report (2019). Apart from the aircrafts
as depicted in the previous part, funding for prevention decreasing more and more during the
last decades in Greece for several reasons. Furthermore, respondent C pointed out that “The
European Union plays a key role in funding, rehabilitation procedures” (respondent C).
Therefore, rescEU involvement at least only economically in the prevention and recovery
phase could be essential for future wildfire management.
But a possible involvement in economic resources should also mean the creation of a followup system in order to ensure that the funding goes to the right projects and produce an
evaluation system of those projects as experts like WWF point out (WWF, 2019). This apart
from ensuring the rational management of the funding could boost transparency and trust
among the members and therefore better cooperation. Lastly, as there is not a common
forestry policy or general, integral guidelines for the preservation of forests within the EU
(WWF, 2019), rescEU must play a role in the creation of such a policy not only with its
competencies but also by adding pressure to the competent DGs and agencies to implement
such a policy that in the end will be crucial for wildfires management, especially under the
scope of the climate crisis.
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Citizen's cooperation with authorities

Citizen’s awareness, training and education
One of the most common comments in the interviews was the problematic awareness
(respondents B, M, and N) of the citizens regarding wildfires and their cooperation with
authorities (respondents D and E). There is a need for a big awareness campaign that would
start from schools but also by using local media and even personal relationships. This should
be designed in a scientific way and include seminars, training, and simulations. Furthermore,
there is a need for an open-minded culture that will ensure the continuously needed redesign
of the campaign. Also, another idea could be the involvement of citizens in a co-creation
procedure of knowledge with the competent experts as still there are many forests in Greece
that locals know far better than scientists and experts (respondents B and E). This campaign
is quite essential for the prevention of wildfire but also in order to boost trust in authorities
and cooperation as respondent B pointed out “Most important now, in my opinion [is] to
proceed to a serious training of our fellow citizens on issues of self-protection, to convince
them of the great importance of preparing their homes and settlements, so that they know at
least what it is they are asking of the state when they are protesting.” (Respondent B)

Enhance citizen’s prevention capabilities
As depicted in the previous part and especially during last summer’s wildfires social
prevention could be crucial in wildfire management. Here two big steps must be made. First,
there is a need for providing alternatives to dangerous practices that are common in foresturban zones like burning plant residues (respondent E). Secondly, as WWF points out there is
a need for risk culture education (WWF,2019). At the local level, municipalities must educate
citizens and their personnel in risk and danger management. Here again, methods like longterm planning, strategic planning, and foresight systems can play a significant role.
Furthermore, this second step must be implemented in a democratic way and by promoting
dialogue among citizens and all other actors in order to enhance cooperation. Cooperation
that it is crucial in social prevention as materialistic and non-materialistic competencies of
citizens could be de facto limited in some situations.

Perceived Legitimacy
After the analysis of the three case studies as also as the general findings of the interviews
and literature, it seems that common standards between the actors involved in every phase
of the disaster cycle are not in place. Standards regarding the procedures, the decision-making
process, and the actions themselves. This involves Greece but it seems it is also common
within the European scope. Member states have different standards from each other and
within the member state itself, there are differences between the agencies and the actors in
general. These differences in Greece are enormous or as respondent B put it:” there are
parallel paths that services are taking that never meet” (respondent B). Those differences are
producing very different evaluation procedures and make it very difficult the assessment of
the legitimacy of one actor by the others.
Therefore, an ideal situation for the future in order to have an enhanced perceived legitimacy
of procedures, decisions making process, and actions between the actors involved in wildfires
is to harmonize those standards. But this harmonization and creation of common standards
within the scope of the Climate Crisis dictate flexibility in changing those produced standards
and relating them to the new challenges that will be present in the future. A democratic way
of designing and producing these standards by involving all relevant actors is crucial. Below a
process of inclusive design of those standards will be present.
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Democracy, inclusiveness in decision-making, and the role of forest services
In order to realize as much as possible this possible future of legitimate actions and decision
making, one important step for the boosting the perceived legitimacy of decision making and
actions by the actors involved in wildfire management could be the greater involvement of all
those actors in decision making, as respondent J pointed out in his interview. This inclusivity
in decision making has de facto limitations in an emergency but can be better in the situation
before the incident and it is linked to the needed boosting of transparency and trust among
the participants and therefore cooperation and accountability. A place where this inclusivity
could become more coherent is the STOs (coordinating bodies at the municipality level) and
regional STOs that are taking place just before the start of fire season, to discuss the plans and
the procedures for the imminent wildfire incidents. In STOs, a more scientific and robust
involvement of methods like strategic planning could be highly beneficial for the effectiveness
of STOs on the one hand. On the other hand, the as much as possible involvement of all actors
and a culture of dialogue among them could enhance trust, co-creation of knowledge, and
therefore the needed cooperation that can produce the common standards that are so absent
from Greek wildfire management.
In another link to the previously mentioned needed empowerment of forests services and
STOs, there is a need to ensure forests services inclusiveness in STOs as sometimes there are
absent from those coordinating bodies (respondent F). In another step to approach an ideal
situation, there is a need for political will to change the current legal framework of forests
services and give them more competencies and resources to do their job but also the
responsibility to cooperate with the other actors(which is not always legally bound) and by
that to make their actions more legitimate in the eyes of other stakeholders.
Common standards
As depicted in the previous part the main problem regarding how the actor’s perceived
legitimacy of other actors is in the absence of common standards in decision making, actions,
and evaluation (respondents B and J). Therefore, another very important step is that after the
creation of a new central body as explained in the cooperation part, that body needs to create
a scientific robust national strategy that will create those cross-cutting common standards
among the actors involved. This national strategy must include as explained before a risk
culture training, a simplification of the legal framework and agencies’ competencies, and also
provisions for the Climate Crisis. These methods like strategic planning, long-term planning,
scenario analysis or empowerment and integration for the creation of opportunities, and
further long-term reflective capacities building methods can play a significant role. For
instance, in 2019 WWF bureaus in the Mediterranean had highlighted that “Governments
must develop specific climate scenarios for the various regions and design adaptation
measures.” (WWF,2019 p. 28).
This national strategy could provide the common legal framework and standards of operation
that will make actors involved to have specific competencies and demands from other actors
and therefore evaluate the legitimacy of actions better. This better evaluation by itself is a big
step in promoting the overall actual legitimacy of actions. Furthermore, this specific
framework will require specific collaboration with others and actions that also could boost
cooperation and transparency. But we have to note that, as respondent C mentioned this
should be a long-term strategy:” that everyone has agreed to and is served by everyone, and
it must be a strategy that is adequately funded.” (Respondent C)
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Local civil protection personnel
One of the main things that were present in the previous part but also in Greek documents as
old as 1998 (law 2612/1998) was the low training of local civil personnel in wildfire incidents.
This low training is one of the main limitations in evaluating accordingly legitimacy but also to
know how to act in those incidents, how to cooperate, and in the end a burden to wildfire
management. Here two big steps must be implemented. Both have been identified by the
Greek state in the last main law regarding civil protection of 2017 (law 4260/2017), but both
are yet to be realized. More significantly the second step has been in every similar law since
at least 2010. The first is the needed independence of civil protection servants at the
municipality and regional levels. There is a need for the creation of specific civil protection
bureaus with specific competencies and responsibilities that will act only in that scope and
not as part of other similar or sometimes entirely unrelated services (respondent E).
The second big step is a big training campaign for those executives in modern wildfire
management. In accordance with the goals of the already proposed body and with a focus on
risk management rather than repression. Respondent B pledged for instance for: ” serious
improvements in teaching at the national level now and robust improvements in the
postgraduate programs of study.”(respondent B). Respondent C for instance pointed out that
“we don’t speak the same languages sometimes” meaning that the low training and the
different priorities are a big burden regarding local wildfire management. This as mentioned
already is a problem well documented by the Greek state but yet to be resolved. In Kallikratis
law (law 3852/2010) there was a provision, specifically budgeted for a national civil protection
school. From 2010 until now there is no such school in Greece. In this second step, the training
of civil protection personnel should be one of the utmost priorities for the enhancement of
perceived and actual legitimacy. Long-term planning and risk management are two notions of
wildfire management literature that must be embedded into that strategy to produce a
“common language” among all the stakeholders and enhance the legitimacy of actors in other
stakeholders’ eyes.

Accountability
Accountability as already mentioned in the introduction can be improved by boosting
transparency. From the interviews and literature review seems that there are big
transparency issues within Greece and wildfire management. Furthermore, those
transparency issues significantly undermined cooperation and perceived legitimacy among
actors involved in wildfire management.
So, for accountability enhancement, an important step for the future should be the
enhancement of transparency in procedures, decision-making, and during the actions in
wildfire incidents. Lastly, by doing that, we could hope that perceived legitimacy among actors
could increase as also cooperation.
Transparency and “unknown causes” problem
As mentioned for the enhancement of accountability part, transparency is key. Furthermore,
as also mentioned extensively in different parts transparency can enhance trust between
actors involved and more importantly between citizens and authorities (respondents B, C, and
J). Transparency also can deal with the also mentioned extensively in the previous part, the
“unknown causes’ problem that could give a big scientific boost in wildfire management if it
can be reduced.
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The first step in order to enhance transparency and consequently accountability could be a
good Spanish practice described by the WWF Mediterranean bureaus report (WWF,2019). In
Spain, the ministry of ecological transition uploads on its website a specific report on the
economics of every project regarding the wildfire in the annual rate. In our case, this report
could be part of the competencies of the new central body regarding wildfires. This could help
with non-disclosure and confidentiality issues discussed already in the previous part.
Furthermore, another annual report could be established with the scientific data on the
causes of the fires and the other aspects of wildfire management itself. The economic report
should be annual, free to the public, easily accessible, and include specific economic aspects
of the project. Furthermore, in order to establish an even more accountable environment for
the next year, it could include economic forecasting for next year’s projects. This last one,
should not be too difficult to establish as cost-benefit analysis and economic forecasting for
projects already is part of the required actions within Greek state projects.
Furthermore, the “unknown causes” problem that has been extensively discussed can be dealt
with and reduced by the second accountability step. As already has been proposed in the
Goldammer report there is a need for a statistical database for the legal concerned wildfire
data (2019). Those data could be non-disclosed to the public as long as the legal procedure is
ongoing(as this is one of the main problems regarding accessibility in those data), but they
must be accessible to scientists and specialized people in order to analyze and boost
prevention and preparedness for the next fire season. Furthermore, as the data collection
remains a problem, this step can be boosted only by the creation of the central body and the
harmonization of standards in data collection or even more specifically as respondent B
pointed out: “this situation can be improved if in the coming years we choose to proceed with
some briefings or training. Training which will make it possible to create a common minimum
denominator.” (Respondent B)
A new legal road
The next step should be a new establishment regarding legal procedures. There is an ongoing
trend after the last decades of devastating wildfires of criminalization of decision making that
according to respondent B is a very dangerous path as then produces responsibility-phobia to
the actors involved. Therefore ”legal scientists need to be supported by us forest fire scientists
and natural disaster management to understand that many times the criminalization of the
suppression of management is the wrong way to go.” (Respondent B)
Lastly, the extensive use of “emergency” and “emergency procedures” as an excuse,
presented in the previous part must be dealt with. Therefore, the last step regarding
accountability should be extensive training of civil personnel regarding the use of those legal
emergency tools. More specifically respondent C suggested that most of the time restoration
phase needs the use of those legal tools as most of the time, plans and reports have relatively
been made quickly and the main delays are in tendering procedures that consequence those
projects to fail and have consequences such as soil erosion or floods to become reality. On the
other hand, prevention and preparedness are different situations as they need long-term
planning and not last-minute solutions. Respondent C noted that in prevention and
preparedness the lack of planning culture and the abuse of emergency legal tools is one of the
main problems regarding wildfire management. Therefore, a focus on how this can change
could be essential in realizing a better future regarding accountability but also regarding the
overall effectiveness of wildfire management in Greece.
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Discussion
The purpose of this research was to identify the situation that is depicted at this moment, in
regard to cooperation, perceived legitimacy and accountability in Greek wildfire management,
and how this was influenced by the implementation of rescEU after 2018. Because the notion
of effectiveness is too broad the research’s main argument is that the perception of the
legitimacy of others and accountability of actors boosts cooperation among them, and
cooperation boosts the effectiveness of the mechanism. Furthermore, it explored possible
future options for the enhancement of all those three notions that can boost in the end the
effectiveness of the mechanism.
This chapter starts by discussing the key findings from the case studies, moves to rescEU
involvement in Greek wildfire management and then discusses the general findings and the
possible future options for the enhancement of Greek wildfire management. The chapter ends
with a reflection on the limitation of the research and recommendations for future research.

The case studies findings
From the analysis of the case studies investigated there were two main factors that
affected cooperation. Namely the absence of prevention and the role of the forest service.
Furthermore, in all three case studies the absence of transparency and data availability
about the causes of the wildfire heavily affect accountability. Furthermore, this lack of
transparency, leads to rumours, conspiracy theories and accusation that diminish trust
and the perception of legitimacy of some actors.
One important finding in all three cases was that in these particular areas the prevention of
wildfires was practically nonexistent. Prevention is an extremely important phase within the
disaster management cycle (Crondstendt, 2002; Edivaldo L. Thomaz, Paulo Pereira, 2021),
however, in Greece historically the focus of wildfire management has been on the suppression
phase (Goldammer report, 2019). This absence of preventive measures was evident in all
three cases. Further, the analysis of the three case studies identified the problematic role of
Forest Services, the main state actor involved in the prevention phase (Lekakis J.L. & Kousis
M, 2013; Palaiologou P. et al.2021). Forest Services in the area were notorious for their
problematic cooperation with the other actors and the perception of their legitimacy by the
other actors was essentially perceived as low. Forest Services generally have been axed by
capabilities during the last decade at least and the economic crisis (Lekakis J.L. & Kousis M.,
2013). The chronic underfunding and understaffed services are now in a phase that do not
have the means most of the times to do properly their job (2013). To give an example,
according to Megara’s municipality civil protection alderman, the forest service of the area
have 3 employees to cover a land of 330 square kilometres (Respondent D ) It became evident
during this research that also the legal framework of how they operate it is anachronistic ,
according to other actors and need to change in order to evolve in a framework that matches
today’s views on wildfire management. The anachronistic framework referring to the
attachment to a philosophy of environmental conservation so deep that prohibits to even cut
pine trees in order to create fire-braking zones and roads within the forest.
Another important issue depicted in all three cases was the transparency and the nondisclosure of information regarding the incidents themselves or the management of the
wildfires. First, the reports of the incidents and their causes are not public. This is a general
phenomenon of Greek wildfire management that has a lot of causes but in the end, it is quite
detrimental to the transparency of the mechanisms, the accountability of actors and their
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overall legitimacy (Keohane and Nye Jr., 2001). Furthermore, a toxic environment of leaks,
rumours and conspiracy theories that circulate among the local communities delegitimize
actors or diminish the trust in them and consequently diminish overall cooperation and the
effectiveness of the mechanism (Boin, 2018). Moreover, that problematic information flow to
the public is not extended only in the official reports of the incidents but in general, it becomes
problematic even for the accredited journalists. The interesting thing is that in the first case
of Kineta, the Greek state managed to have for the first and only time a very thorough press
conference after the incident to give information to the public, showing the improvement of
this particular issue is realistic.
Furthermore, another big transparency issue is the compensation and the funding of the
restoration projects. In particular the production of different rates of compensations lead
particular citizens groups to believe that they were treated unfairly(West Attica today, 2022)
leading
to
further
decrease
of
trust
in
the
state
actors.
In general, the trust of Greek citizens towards state authorities has been historically relatively
low, especially after the economic crisis of 2008 (e.g., METRON ANALYSIS, 2020). Arguably,
this mistrust affects cooperation from citizens during wildfires, with a landmark example of
poor cooperation the disobedience of the evacuation orders that happened during the
Gerania and Vilia case. The trust of Greek citizens towards institutions is a far more complex,
prevalent issue in Greek society that transcends the wildfire management domain (Ervasti, H.,
Kouvo, A. & Venetoklis, T, 2019).

RescEU
Regarding the rescEU, the main finding from the case studies and especially from Villa is that
even if the help of the mechanism is significant in terms of more manpower and materials,
the cooperation between Greek and foreign actors is not exactly active cooperation. As the
crews are agreed on areas of coverage and do not interlink their efforts. Furthermore, there
were also two big incidents with the aerial crews, namely the Berief and Ilyushin incidents and
how they operate in the presence of the other aerial crews. These issues can be explained by
the lack of homogeneity on how Greek and foreign crews operate. As there is not enough
repetitive action among the rescEU operators or even common exercises, as Koremenos et al.
(2001) suggested to enhance international cooperation. Furthermore, it can be argued that
there is a coordinating mechanism on how rescEU operators called by GSCP and then integrate
in Greek wildfire management that is significant for international cooperation (Blondin D. and
Boin A., 2020, but the main problem seemed to have to do with the de facto limitations and
differences of the member states. As mentioned above Greek actors mainly conclude that the
cooperation, the perceived legitimacy and accountability did not influenced by the
involvement of rescEU in any of the three phases of the disaster management cycle.
Also, they believe that rescEU operators trying their best in cooperating and provide help and
the perception of the legitimacy of rescEU operators actions is quite high among the
respondents but as mentioned above the main problem is the differences in capabilities,
experience and training the crews have. It seems that three of the main factors that can
influence international cooperation problems that are presented in the theoretical
frameworks chapter, do not apply here. Namely, the extent of the politicization of the crisis
(Boin, A., P. ’t Hart, and A. McConnell. 2009), the absence or presence of leadership (Boin, A.,
P. ’t Hart, E. Stern, and B. Sundelius, 2016) and the presence of a strong coordinating
mechanism. But the absence of repetitive actions (Koremenos et al., 2001) and the issue of
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too many actors involved (Keohane, R. O., and E. Ostrom. 1994; Koremenos et
al.,2001:Scharpf, F. W. 2006) sometimes affects communication and cooperation.
The main finding of the involvement of rescEU in Greece is that it has not any involvement at
all in the other phases of the crisis management cycle and especially in prevention and
preparedness which they are crucial for the effectiveness of the mechanism (Crondstendt,
2002). And apart from that even in the response phase which has a continuous increase in
rescEU’s involvement, the cooperation is not exactly active cooperation rather it seemed like
two teams that have to go to the same destination but use different paths that do not cross
each other. Greek actors believe that this problematic situation is not influenced by the
classical problems of international cooperation but mainly by the de facto limitation of
different climatic, soil, and forest conditions of the different member states.

The general situation of Greek wildfire management
This sub-section is structured according to the three main concepts that have been the focus
of this thesis, cooperation perceived legitimacy and accountability in the context of Greek
wildfire management, and a fourth category, adaptation to climate change. The latter
category is important because the anticipated augmentation of wildfire in the Mediterranean
(Turco et al., 2014) will influence Greek wildfire management and further the future options
for the development of the management that will be discussed in the next sub-section and
was part of this thesis, too.

Cooperation
The state of cooperation among the actors is problematic. There are three main issues. First
the complex framework and the involvement of too many actors with interlinked and unclear
competencies and roles. Secondly, there is the problematic coordination and competition for
resources of the involved actors. Thirdly, there is the problematic role of forest services.
Firstly, all the respondents and the document analysis pointed out, that the current legislative
framework is too complex and involves many different actors, which constrains the needed
cooperation in crisis circumstances. Drawing from a bureau-political perspective, the higher
the number of actors involved leads to difficulty in the formation of the compromises, it lead
to problematic decisions and actions (Rosenthal, U., ‘t Hart, P., & Kouzmin, A.,1991). The
involvement of too many actors as a problem is supported also by the literature (Keohane, R.
O., and E. Ostrom. 1994) as an essential feature of “free-riding” opportunities. Those two
issues suggest that the number of actors, accompanied with a very non-transparent way to
design their roles, increase dramatically the difficulty to achieve coordination of all those
agencies.
Secondly, the very bad performance in coordination in all three phases of disaster
management is an important issue in Greece. Document analysis and multiple respondents
confirmed that either forest services in the pre-phase and post phase of the wildfires
coordinated poorly or the fire brigade during the response phase also fell under the bar
regarding the effectiveness of the coordination. Furthermore, the complex legal framework
and the low local personnel education and training bring also different opinions on who is
competent in coordinating in any of those phases.
The inter-agency coordination problems in crisis management are something that has been
discussed for a long time among different scholars (Kalkman, JP, Kerstholt, JH, Roelofs, M,
2018; Ansell et al., 2010; Comfort & Kapucu, 2006). In our case, the roots of those problems
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are in three different issues. First, multiple scholars suggested that one main coordination
problem is the different views, regarding the crisis itself (Berlin & Carlström, 2011; Granot,
1997; Ödlund, 2010) This seems to apply also in the case of Greek wildfire management as
different agencies have different procedures on data collection for instance in order to be
more convenient for their type of data interpretation and views on causes of the fire as
respondent B suggested. Furthermore, agencies can have different interests in a crisis
(Rosenthal et al., 1991), something that is depicted in Greek wildfire management for instance
with the press conference in the Kineta case and the framing of the fire brigade response. A
framing that vindicate fire brigade’s response and blame other factors for the disaster,
according to respondent . Furthermore, we can assume that as the resources in many cases
are quite scarce, those interests could become vital to defend for some agencies such as the
Forests Services, which is clearly underfunded. A common interagency issue for scholars like
Granot (1997). Lastly, the third issue is that there are no actual efforts from the Greek state
in minimizing those issues with strategies such as pre-crisis training and repetitive actions
(Curnin, Owen, & Trist, 2014) or experiments with other forms of governing apart from the
classical top-down hierarchical structure (Kapucu, Arslan, & Collins, 2010).
Moreover, there are issues with the Forest Services as document analysis and the respondents
believe that the state of cooperation of Forest Services with the other actors is extremely low.
That can be attributed to the anachronistic legal framework of their operations or the extent
of the last 15 years of underdevelopment of those agencies due to the economic crisis (Lekakis
J.N. & Kousis M. 2013). But in either way, the trust in those services is quite low which
diminishes their cooperation capabilities as Boin (2018) and Fan, Li & Desouza, (2021)
suggested.
In a summarization of cooperation issues and a bridge to the possible future options that will
be discussed further, it is interesting to draw from the work of Keohane and Victor (2011) as
also of Biermann et al. (2009) on international regime theory and try to translate it to the
national level. We can describe Greek wildfire management as a very interesting situation of
a regime that encompasses multiple actors. The general rules, norms, and legislative
procedures whenever existed may be demonstrating, in theory, a classical hierarchical regime.
Or a classical state approach to how a regime for a specific area could work but in practice,
the regime is highly fragmented. With low knowledge from the actors involved in that regime
of the rules and the frameworks that are included in this overall regime. So, in the end, all that
core of hierarchical and well-established procedures does not work
The respondents acknowledged that there is a need for a specific hierarchy. Even if some of
them would like another philosophy of the organization, everyone in the end that there is a
vital need for a core institution at least for the coordination of the multiple different agencies,
institutions, bodies, and teams that are involved in the wildfire management. But more
importantly, apart from the coordination, they all conclude that there is a need for an effort
to build a modern national strategy that will reorient all that regime and will be designed as
much as it can be by giving attention to all possible actors.

Perceived legitimacy
The perception of legitimacy of actors in Greek wildfire management by their co-actors,
generally has to deal with two main problems. The politicization of wildfires and the
framework of volunteering groups and the way they operate. First, it is evident through the
results that wildfires (that getting proportions of national tragedy almost every summer) are
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becoming a highly polarized issue (Hovardas, T. 2014.; Tsatsanis, E., Teperoglou E. and Seriatos
A.., 2020). Such polarization affects the perception of actors on how other actors are
influenced by their personal political beliefs. That is also backed up by literature that points
out the high electoral stakes that wildfire management is generally representing (Karyotakis
M.A., 2022). Moreover, many respondents suggested that even if the agencies involved in the
wildfire management are in theory independent from the governments, in reality, the
governments assign people of their preference in key positions, diminishing in that way, the
trust of other actors to those people and consequently the perception of the legitimacy of
their actions.
Second, the importance of volunteers in wildfire management has been discussed throughout
this thesis, and it is generally common knowledge in Greece (Osa, 2013; WWF, 2019;
Goldammer report, 2019). The legal framework, and more specifically the bureaucratic delays
and problems in the General Secretariat of Civil Protection record, influence the legitimacy of
volunteering teams as illustrated by the “Pateras” team case in Vilia. The continuous changes
in the legal framework at least the last decade provides a complex and very time-consuming
system that discourages volunteering teams to record themselves officially. This affects their
training, their resources and in the end their operation capabilities.

Accountability
Regarding accountability of actors, the main issue relates to lack of transparency regarding
reporting of the causes of the fires, and of GSCP’s funding of projects and procedures. Firstly,
more than 50% of the incidents of wildfires have not officially known causes (WWW, 2019).
The “unknown causes” problem presents big challenges regarding the transparency of the
prevention and preparedness phase, but also for the accountability assessment of the
decisions and actions of the response phase. The analysis of the interviews pointed out two
main causes of those two issues. First, the differences in data collection among the agencies
that are competent, highlighting again the problematic cooperation of fire brigade and forest
services. Secondly, the legal implication of those “causes reports” that in the end produce a
certain responsibility-phobia, especially when witnesses are absent. The first causes related
to the cooperation issues discussed before and to the problematic coordination when a
central coordinating body is absent (Boin, 2020) and the involvement of many different actors
in the same procedure (Koremenos et al.,2001; Scharpf, F. W. 2006). The second cause can be
justified by the overall toxic environment that is discussed also in the cooperation part, as civil
servants are opting to just do the minimum of their competencies and close an “unknown
causes” report, instead of further investigating the causes of the fire.
Lastly, the other big issue is the last law that provides GSCP with the means to withhold
information on civil protection funding(WWF & MIIR, 2022). That non-disclosure of
information making difficult to assess the effectiveness and progress of projects in all the
phases of the disaster management cycle and how the actors can be held accountable for
(in)actions on all those projects(Zuniga, Jenkins & Jackson, 2018). It allows GSCP to not be held
accountable for anything regarding the wildfire management as in the end, it would be
impossible to assess the overall catalogue of the projects and the actions in the prevention,
preparedness, response and restoration phase.

The state of climate adaptation efforts
Adaptation to climate crisis-era wildfires is crucial for Mediterranean countries (Turco M.,
Llasat M.C., von Hardenberg J., et al. 2014). The findings of this study suggested that the
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urgency and the need to adapt is common knowledge in Greece, but the reality is also that at
the moment there are no significant efforts in regard to that. The majority of documents that
were analysed and the respondents pointed out the importance of building more resilient
communities and some of them also pointed out the need to build better communities’
capacities (respondents C and B). Those findings agreeing with literature that suggesting that
better communities’ capacities in prevention and response phase is essential for effective
crisis management(Martin-Breen and Anderies 2011; Boyd et al., 2015).
To battle the anticipated augmentation of wildfires in the future, the analysis in this thesis has
identified the need to shift the focus of training programmes, campaigns and the general
philosophy of the mechanism towards risk management. Drawing from the anticipatory
governance literature, a variety of tools can be identified that can be useful. Tools like
foresight systems, scenario analysis and long-term and strategic planning (Heo K. and Seo Y.,
2021) can play an essential role in the risk management of the wildfires of the future.
Furthermore, as many of the respondents suggested there is a need for a constant feedback
system to assess the vulnerabilities and the opportunities that occur in that overall system of
risk management. That feedback system idea is backed up also by the literature for
anticipatory governance as essential to the possible challenges of the future that would
potentially require a re-design of the systems, the actions and the assumptions (Fuerth, 2009;
Heo K. and Seo Y., 2021).
In Homer’s Odyssey, at some point, the legendary Odysseus tie himself to the mast in order
to avoid the sirens’ song. Odysseus plans ahead in order to get gains from a future situation.
Planning ahead is essential in climate change adaptation and the preparation for the wildfires
of the climate crisis era. But what is going on when modern Greeks are notorious for not
planning ahead and especially in wildfire management as all the respondents and the
document analysis suggests? The problem of states and people that cannot plan ahead and
stay in the present is a common issue in behavioural economics (Thaler, 2016; Clarke D.J &
Dercon S., 2016). Most of the literature suggests that there are three main reasons for that.
First, there is the “present day” bias where people tend to value the future less than the
present day(Thaler, 2016; Rice T., Hanoch Y., Barnes A.J., 2017). Secondly, there is the “status
quo” bias where people are extremely obsessive with their everyday routines and habits
(Samuelson, W., Zeckhauser, R, 1988; Bourdieu, 1977). Thirdly, people tend to have limited
capacity in processing information, which means that uncertain and complex plans for the
future are doomed to not be understood by the people and therefore be ineffective(Clarke
D.J & Dercon S., 2016).
For the first issue, there is a need for a comprehensive scientific campaign to raise awareness
across the people and transform the philosophy of Greek wildfire management. The second
issue of not changing the status quo is something that can be overpassed by strong incentives
of doing things differently. Those incentives cannot be seen only by state incentives or
economic ones but also can be seen as evidence of benefits from alternative behaviours.
Something that seems to happen the recent years. (e.g., regarding the will of the fire brigade
to involve in the prevention phase as respondents B, C and F pointed out). Lastly, for the third
one, the simplification of the frameworks as discussed before and generally the design of
simple plans for the future is of the utmost importance. Furthermore, as more inclusive the
procedure of the designing of those plans can be so much more the capacity of the actors
involved in understanding the plans will increase.
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Lastly, regarding climate change, must be also mentioned the concern of many respondents
(respondents B, C, J and N) is that climate change is used also as an excuse to cover up
inactions and decisions that were not taken. This brought to the forefront the long-lasting
debates on the political implications of climate change and its framing of it(McEvoy D.,
Fünfgeld H. & Bosomworth K., 2013; Romsdahl, R., Blue, G. & Kirilenko, A, 2018; Castelló, E.,
and M. Montagut.,2019). More specifically some authors like Kasia Paprocki(2019) suggested
the term anticipatory ruination as a term that can describe how the answers to adaptation to
climate change could lead to furthering, even more, the impacts of climate change. It could
be argued that this concern of the respondents falls under the arm of that term. As areas of
high risk can be seen as unavoidably doomed to be burned, some actors can avoid acting and
even more dangerously to push for change in land usage in those areas after a possible
incident. The argument here would be something like the “ pine forest will burn anyways why
to restore it ? Let’s make the area plantations that has lower risk of burning.” As climate
change is framed as an excuse for malpractices and inaction this framing could also fall into
the category of maladaptation that IPCC described in its last assessment (2022). That is efforts
in the name of adaptation to climate change that falls short or makes things even worse like
Paprocki’s anticipatory ruination(2019).

Options for the future
The last part of this thesis is devoted to discussing the possible options to enhance
cooperation, perceived legitimacy and accountability in Greek wildfire management.
First, as the main problem regarding cooperation seemed to be the coordination
effectiveness, many respondents and the official documents suggested the creation of a
central coordinating body as a possible solution for the future. An idea that is also backed up
by the literature (Boin,2020). A body that can copy the Portuguese (AGIF), an agency for the
integrated management of Rural fires (WWF, 2019) that was established after the devastating
summer of 2017. The main responsibilities of such a body should be a homogenization of the
standards of the procedures in all involved agencies and actors, the simplification of the
frameworks and the minimisation of the actors involved. It is also pointed out that there is a
need for such a body to operate as a modern agency that will have the philosophy of
prioritising risk management and prevention measures and not the response phase.
Interestingly, as these lines were written and at the start of the 2022 fire season the minister
of the climate crisis and civil Protection, Christos Stylianides pointed out that “Prevention,
preparedness and coordination are key principles in the authorities' preparation for this
season” (Xinhua, 2022), during an evacuation exercise in a village at Chalkidiki. (Λιάλιος Γ.,
2022). This is the second such exercise in the history of Greek wildfire management and the
second in the last 8 months.
Furthermore, another issue that can be addressed relatively easily and will have also very
important benefits is the raising of citizens’ awareness and the boosting of their capabilities
regarding wildfire management. Here the findings support the theories that the capacity
building is central to adaptation to climate change impacts (UN, 1996), for the building of
more resilient communities that can cope with climate change impacts (Martin-Breen and
Anderies 2011) and more specifically wildfires (Villagra P. & Paula S., 2021Cartier E.A., Taylor
L.L., 2020; Smith A.M.S., Kolden C.A. et al. 2016). The respondents pointed out as the main
tools for this enhancement of awareness, are the need for modern training in risk
management and the providing of alternatives for dangerous behaviours like the burning of
crop residues. Moreover, this campaign for training and modern education cannot stay only
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for citizens. There is a need also for modern training in risk management and wildfire
management in general for the local civil personnel as this tends to be a chronic disease in the
Greek wildfire management (Goldammer report, 2019).
Another issue that needs to be addressed in the future is the better inclusiveness at the local
level of all actors of the region, namely municipality, volunteers and citizens , as many of them
feel side-lined in the end and do not cooperate as they could. Regarding that Baldwin (2020)
suggested that resiliency in potential climate change hazards, such as wildfires depends on
participatory approaches that can enhance knowledge exchange, transparency, and
inclusiveness. Furthermore, Bradshaw (2019) pointed out the crucial role that potentially local
stakeholder engagement with agencies can play in a vital collaboration regarding wildfire
policies. A theory that also demonstrated a lot all over the findings where the importance of
local fire brigadiers, volunteers and other stakeholders highlighted.
The last very important issue of boosting transparency to enhance the accountability of actors
involved (Muiderman et al.,2020) and trust among them (Deane, Huggins & Karim, 2019),
produce interesting possible options for the future. The thesis suggested adopting the Spanish
practice of producing state annual reports regarding the funding of civil protection projects in
all three phases of wildfire management and adopting the Goldammer report suggestion on
the creation of a statistical database on the data of wildfires, accessible only to experts and
scientists due to legal reasons, to mitigate the “unknown causes” problem.

Strengths and limitations of the study
First, this thesis tried to engage with a very timely problem and doing so, choose to address it
from a socio-political perspective and not the classical technocratic one. Wildfires in
Mediterranean countries are expected to be one of the main challenges of our time and the
socio-political perspective of those is largely understudied yet, especially regarding Greece.
This thesis produced impactful knowledge by using an analytical framework for assessing the
situation of the wildfire management mechanism, that can be reproduced in other cases and
produce even more insightful and needed knowledge. More specifically this research aimed
to enhance understanding of the factors that affect cooperation among actors engaged in
wildfire management by looking in key normative concepts that affect that cooperation, such
as perceived legitimacy and accountability. Furthermore, the use of different methods of
acquiring data produced the needed triangulation for the credibility and the validity of the
research. But more importantly, the re-checking and verification of the results by some of the
respondents added even more value to the validity of the research as they should be
considered the main “ experts” for the issues that this thesis contains.
Of course, apart from the strengths of this thesis, the thesis also presents big limitations. the
main one is the absence of two key stakeholders from the interviewing part. Namely the forest
services of the regions of the case studies and DG-ECHO (even if in that case there were some
answers on their part by using European Commission’s communication form). Furthermore,
the structure of the interviews with the multiple open questions may be served in providing
insightful thoughts and opinions but at the same time let the respondents be more flexible
with their answers and sometimes be biased by their personal views. That was
understandable and anticipated as wildfires are a highly polarizing field but nevertheless
produce biases in the findings. Furthermore, the narrative review findings on the research
questions cannot be seen as complete and contain significant biases from the researcher’s
views.
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Conclusions
The purpose of this research was to describe Greek wildfire management and how this was
influenced by the introduction of rescEU back in 2018. In doing that draw from the crisis
management theories that suggest that the cooperation among actors is crucial and therefore
must be investigated. Cooperation is highly influenced by perceived legitimacy and
accountability and that is why the research focused on these two dimensions of cooperation
in Greek wildfire management. After that the thesis tried to explore possible future options in
order to enhance, cooperation, perceived legitimacy among actors and accountability of
actors. With the overarching aim to discuss possibilities for a better, more effective and
efficient wildfire management under the prism of the anticipate augmentation of wildfire due
to climate crisis.
Regarding cooperation, the situation is at least problematic. The main issue is the very
complex framework that the actors need to follow in all the phases of the wildfire
management. It encompasses very large numbers of actors that need to cooperate with very
complex roles and with no clear competencies. All that “regime” leads to very big coordination
problems, especially with the forest services. Forests services have a very important role in
the prevention and restoration phase and their chronic underdevelopment but also the
anachronistic legal framework they operate, makes them more of a burden to the wildfire
management, rather than a boosting power. This leads also to the shocking proportions that
the absence of prevention measures taken in some areas with notable examples in all the
three case studies.
The role of forest services also diminishes a lot of the perception of the legitimacy of those
services in the eyes of other actors. Furthermore, the different standards among the services
on how they need to operate is another blow to the perceived legitimacy. But the two main
issues that negatively influence the perception of the legitimacy of some actors are first the
political polarization of the wildfire management, something that to some extent is
unavoidable. And second and more importantly the absence of a specific framework for the
volunteering teams leads to serious problems in their involvement in the wildfire
management.
Regarding accountability again the situation is problematic. First, there are serious
transparency problems, especially with the reports on the incidents and the causes of the
wildfires. Furthermore, GSCP has from the start of 2022 the legal privilege to withhold
information regarding the prevention and restoration projects funding. Moreover, another
significant problem is the untransparent way the compensations for citizens are calculated
after a wildfire incident that the different rates that produce in the end producing citizens
blocks questioning the legitimacy of the procedure. Lastly, there was a common concern
among some respondents that the criminalization of the procedures and the decision making
that is happening in recent years when an incident response goes bad, will in the end produce
greater responsibility-phobia and more problems in the mechanism.
The research findings for rescEU involvement in Greek wildfire management were interesting.
First, there is a common understanding among all actors supported by the official documents
that rescEU provides great help in the response phase and when it is requested by the Greek
authorities. But at the same time, the cooperation of rescEU with other actors cannot be
described as active cooperation as they operate at the same time with the same goals but
with minimum cooperation. This is an issue that is increasing with the phenomenon of no
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common exercises or other actions before the incidents in order to build repetitive actions
that can boost trust and cooperation. Furthermore, in contrast with its aims rescEU does not
have any influence in the prevention, preparedness and restoration phases and the
respondents agreed that rescEU is not influencing either accountability or perceived
legitimacy. But at the same time rescEU in their eyes considered to be useful and highly
accountable and potentially in the future even bigger boost in the encashment of wildfire
management But, the research suggested that the issues that are presented in rescEU and
Greek actors’ cooperation re difficult and maybe impossible to be dealt with. That is because
there are de facto limitations in cooperation and involvement of rescEU due to the low
homogeneity of the mechanism and due to the different conditions in each different country.
For that, some respondents suggested even the dichotomization of rescEU into two parts, one
northern and one southern for the mitigation of those limitations.
Moreover, regarding the needed adaptation to the climate change era wildfires, the research
suggests that most of the actors highlight its importance but at the same time there is no
actual planning or procedures for that within the Greek state. Most of the actors also
highlighted the importance of building capacity among citizens to deal with the wildfires and
more resilient communities. A very big issue that the research identifies here is the very bad
reputation of the Greek state and especially the actors involved in the wildfire management
to plan ahead but at the same time, it seems that there is at least the will to change this
situation. Lastly, some actors express their concern that climate change is used also as an
excuse for inaction pointing out the problems in the framing of climate change and
maladaptation actions.
Lastly, the thesis dealt with the possible future solutions to those problems and the options
that Greek wildfire management and rescEU can adopt. The main conclusion here is the need
for a central body to coordinate all the actors based on a specific national strategy that will
encompass ideally, the opinions of every possible actor involved. Furthermore, as this body
can harmonize the standards the agencies are operating, it should also shift the philosophy of
the mechanism from the response phase to prevention and risk management. Furthermore,
there is a need for a scientifically designed campaign to raise awareness among the citizens
and train them in order to produce more resilient local communities to the wildfires. In the
end, there is also a need to boost transparency and especially how the reports of the incidents
are produced to minimize the “unknown causes” issue that makes even more difficult the
effort of the mechanism to adapt to the anticipated mega-fires of the Anthropocene.
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Recommendations for further research
This research acknowledges its limitations and does not argue that possess the absolute truth
about Greek wildfire management and the involvement of rescEU. Hence, during this
research, six potentially important future research topics appeared. First, the role of longterm adaptation strategies, like the anticipatory governance toolkit discussed before, needs
to be further researched. More specifically, what would be the more appropriate strategies in
enhancing cooperation, perceived legitimacy and accountability and in a more ambitious way
another researcher could experiment with this toolkit in real-time conditions. Second,
interesting research could be the extension of the frameworks of assessing the effectiveness
of wildfire management to other environmental policy areas in Greece that the cooperation
among actors is inevitable. That would have the aim to explore similar issues and try to
enhance the cooperation in those areas, too. Also, the effectiveness of the Greek wildfire
mechanism should be researched with the use of other theoretical schemes apart from the
one used in this thesis.
Furthermore, another issue should be the extension of the usage of other cases in Greece that
present different characteristics and could provide different insights. Lastly, regarding the
involvement of rescEU, there are two possible research topic that could be further
investigated. First, comparison with other countries and the involvement there could be a very
important research topic as the homogeneity of the mechanism appeared to be an important
issue. And secondly, the possible alternative strategies in involving rescEU in the other phases
(prevention and restoration)of disaster management should be also a topic for further
research. The second suggestion would have the aim to enhance even more involvement of
rescEU in two crucial phases for the disaster management that at least in Greece seemed to
be absent.
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